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Introduction

One of the most interesting and important open questions in Einstein’s general theory of rel-
ativity is the existence of helically symmetric spacetimes, i.e. the existence of solutions of
Einstein’s equations possessing helical symmetry. Roughly speaking, helically symmetric solu-
tions describe sources moving along closed trajectories in a periodic manner. In the context of
the theory of gravity, the simplest example of helically symmetric system is the so-called binary
system consisting of two black holes or neutron stars orbiting about their common centre of
mass at constant angular velocity. Such systems are of particular interest as they can serve as
the sources of gravitational waves which could be detected by terrestrial detectors.

While the helically symmetric solutions have been proven to exist in relativistic theories on
the flat background (electrodynamics[8], scalar gravity[1]), in general relativity even the very
notion of “helical symmetry” appears to be subtle and have not been defined satisfactorily
yet. The main difficulty is due to fact that in general curved spacetime one cannot canonically
identify points lying in different spacelike slices. Nevertheless, in linearized Einstein’s theory,
these obstacles are not present and one can define usual helical Killing vector with reference to
flat background metric.

Two-body problem in linearized gravity

In work by Bičák and Scholtz [2] it was shown that helically symmetric solution describing two
particles forming a binary system indeed exists and yields correct Newtonian limit. Moreover,
asymptotic properties of this solution have been analyzed. In order to show that the equilibrium
configuration of two-body system is feasible, the authors proceed in a following way.

First they compute gravitational field produced by one of the particles under consideration
(this particle is called A-particle for brevity) which is represented by the trace-reversed metric
tensor h̄±µν subject to linearized Einstein’s equations. In usual “Lorenz gauge”, Einstein’s
equations reduce to inhomogeneous wave equation with the energy-momentum tensor on the
right hand side. Wave equation possesses retarded and advanced solutions, the former denoted
by –, the latter by +, which can be obtained by usual technique of Green’s functions.

The next step is to compute the Christoffel symbols ±Γρµν of affine connection and analyze
the geodesic equation of the second particle forming the binary system, called B-particle. The
geodesic equations have familiar form

ẍρ = −±Γρµν ẋ
µ ẋν . (1)

System of both particles will be in equilibrium (and thus exhibit a helical symmetry) if by
adjusting the parameters of the system one can set ẍµ = 0. The problem is simplified heavily
in the co-rotating frame in which the four-velocity ẋµ has one component only. Then the
conditions of equlibrium reduce to

± Γρ00|B = 0,

where the subscript B indicates that the Christoffel symbols are evaluated at the position of
B-particle.

An immediate result is that the angular component of equilibrium condition is always non-
vanishing for any choice of the parameters. This is a consequence of finite speed of the field
propagation. However, taking retarded and advanced solution in a symmetric way,

h̄µν =
1

2

(
h̄+µν + h̄−µν

)
,

the angular force can be eliminated so that the angular component of equilibrium condition is
satisfied identically. The analysis performed in [2] shows that then only the radial component
of geodesic equation is non-trivial and the condition of equilibrium becomes

Γr00|B = 0.

This equation is solved numerically. In [2] it is shown that for appropriate choice (to be
discussed later) of the parameters an equilibrium condition can be satisfied. Thus, the existence
of helically symmetric solution in linearized Einstein’s gravity have been established.
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Helical symmetry in GR

As we explained in the previous section, helical symmetry represents a kind of periodic motion.
Periodicity in general is genuinely non-local notion, for any observer must “wait” at least one
period to observe periodic motion. However, in the flat spacetime (and in the linearized gravity
as well), the helical symmetry is a local isometry generated by the Killing vector

ξ = ∂t + ω ∂φ, (2)

where ω is common angular velocity of both orbiting particles and φ. In the Minkowski space-
time, both vector fields ∂t and ∂φ are the Killing vectors and therefore their linear combination
with constant coefficients is also the Killing vector. A crucial point is that the orbits of ∂φ are
closed (spacelike) curves. This is the reason why the existence of Killing vector ξ implies the
existence of discrete symmetry in time – periodicity.

Based on the last observation, it has been suggested by Bonnazola et al. [3] how to generalize
definition of helical Killing vector to curved spacetimes. According to their definition the Killing
vector ξ is called helical if it can be written (non-uniquely) in the form (2) where ∂t is timelike
vector and ∂φ is spacelike vector with closed orbits. The difference between flat helical Killing
vector and the definition [3] is that now ∂t and ∂φ are not assumed to be Killing vectors, only
their combination (2).

Slightly more general definition has been given by Friedman et al. [4]. Their definition
tries to express the non-local character of time-periodicity. Killing vector ξ with the flow χ on
manifold M is called helical if there exists smallest T > 0 such that points P and χT (P ) are
timelike separated for each

P ∈ M − T ,

where T is the history of a spacelike two-sphere S,

T = {χt(S)|t ∈ R} .

The reason why we exclude the history of two-sphere S from the manifold is that if the initial
point of the orbit of ξ is chosen under the black hole horizon (having S2 topology), the orbit
cannot escape from the black hole.

We can see that in order to define the helical symmetry one cannot deal merely with the
local properties of the spacetime. Either we have to assume the orbits of ∂φ to be closed, or we
have to consider timelike translation by finite parametric distance T .

Goals of the thesis

Work [2] was intended as a step towards understanding helical symmetry in full general relativi-
ty. The goal of this bachelor thesis is to continue the analysis of helically symmetric spacetimes.
One can hope that by detailed analysis of the linearized situation it is possible to get a hint
how to construct helically symmetric solution in non-linear case of full Einstein’s equations.

Global properties of the spacetime can be characterized by its causal structure, i.e. the
structure of null cones, and by its geodesics. That is the goal of present bachelor thesis. In this
work we solve geodesic equations using the connection obtained in [2]. It is worth to emphasize
that in [2] the connection was used merely to obtain the condition of equilibrium. Technically,
the Christoffel symbols were always evaluated at the position of A- or B- particle. Expressions
for the Christoffel symbols simplify significantly in this case. In order to solve the geodesic
equation, however, we have to consider full expressions for Christoffel symbols and solve the
second order system of ordinary differential equations (1). There is, unfortunately, no hope to
solve this system analytically and so we are reliant to numerical solution.

The goals of the thesis may be summarized as follows:

• implement the calculation of the Christoffel symbols;

• implement appropriate numerical method to solve the geodesic equation (1);

• find the light cones and geodesics.
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1. Numerical methods

The problems we deal with in this thesis do not admit an analytical solution in a closed form
and we have to employ numerical methods and implement them in appropriate computer lan-
guage. In this chapter we introduce numerical methods used in the thesis and present their
implementation in C++. In the next chapter we test them on the problem of motion in the
Newtonian gravity. In this chapter we essentially follow the textbook by Garcia [5].

1.1 Dynamical system

Although the equations of motion are usually second order equations, they can be written as a
system of first order equations which is often more convenient. For example, in the Hamiltonian
formulation of classical mechanics, the system of N Lagrange equations of the second order can
be split into the set of 2N first-order Hamilton equations.

In our notation, dynamical system is a system of N first-order ordinary differential equations

ẋa(s) = fa(s, x(s)), a = 1, 2, . . . N, (1.1)

where xi are unknown functions of parameter s and fa are given functions. Values of xi can be
regarded as the coordinates in an abstract phase space, so that the solution

xa = xa(s)

can be visualised as a curve in the phase space. This curve is called the phase trajectory and
functions fa can be regarded as the components of the vector tangent to the phase trajectory.

If functions fi do not depend on parameter s explicitly, dynamical system is called au-
tonomous, otherwise it is non-autonomous. Notice, however, that any non-autonomous system
can be written as an autonomous one if parameter s is treated as a new dependent variable
subject to trivial equation ṡ = 1. It is clear that in physical applications, the parameter s will
be related to time. However, in the theory of relativity spatial and temporal coordinates are
treated equivalently. In addition, we have to distinguish between time t associated with some
frame of reference and the proper time of particle under investigation. In order to incorporate
the time we introduce function

x0 = t.

In Newtonian theory there is no difference between the time and proper time, so the variable
x0 is governed by equation

ẋ0 = 1.

It will not be the case in relativistic theory, however.
To conclude, dynamical system is a system of first-order ODE’s in the form

ẋa(s) = fa(s, x(s)), (equations of motion)

xa(0) = x(0)a , (initial conditions)

a = 0, 1, . . . N.

Dynamical system (1.2)

1.2 Euler method

The simplest method to solve the system of ordinary differential equations is that of Euler. It is
based on discretized version of relation for derivative of the function. In the case of continuous
function xa = xa(s) we define its derivative by

ẋa(s) = lim
h→0

xa(s+ h) − xa(s)

h
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if the limit exists. Since the most of computers have only a finite memory, it is necessary to
replace continuous functions by their discretized version. Thus, instead of continuous parameter
s we introduce the sequence s(k) defined by

s(k) = k h, (1.3)

where h is a value sufficiently small to imitate continuous character of the true parameter s,
e.g. h = 10−6. Similarly, continuous functions xa(s) and fa(s) will be replaced by the sequence
of values

x(k)a = x(s(k)), f (k)a = fa(s(k), x(k)).

Now, suppose that xa(s) is analytic. Then the value x
(k+1)
a = xa(s(k+1)) can be expanded

in the Taylor series as follows:

x(k+1)
a = xa(s(k+1)) = xa(s(k) + h)

= x(k)a + h ẋa(s(k)) + O
(
h2
)
.

(1.4)

On the other hand, using the definition of dynamical system (1.2), we have

ẋa(s(k)) = fa(s(k), x(k)).

Thus, neglecting terms of order O
(
h2
)

in (1.4), we arrive at simple reccurent formula

x(k+1)
a = x(k)a + h f (k)a . (1.5)

Using this formula one can find approximate solution to (1.2) provided that the initial conditions
are given. This simplest integration scheme is called the Euler method.

x(0)a = xa(0) initial conditions, starting point

x(k+1)
a = x(k)a + h f (k)a integration step

Euler’s method (1.6)

Euler’s method is so called first order method which means that its local truncation error
∆ is of the second order,

∆ = O
(
h2
)
.

This method usually works with reasonable accuracy only for very simple dynamical systems.
There exist another first-order methods, e.g. the Euler-Cromer method. As explained above,
Euler’s method is based on discretized version of the definition of derivative,

f ′(x(k)) =
f(x(k+1)) − f(x(k))

h
.

Because in this relation the derivative is computed from the future value of f , it is called the
forward derivative. One can, however, use the backward derivative

f ′(x(k)) =
f(x(k)) − f(x(k−1))

h
.

Certain other variations of these relations (like the centered derivative) can be used to obtain
methods which are formally still of the first order, but yield much better results. We omit
discussion of these methods for several reasons.

Recall that we wish to solve the geodesic equation in the gravitational field of binary system.
Nevertheless, the first step is to show that a binary system can exist at all! Thus, we will study
the motion of one component of binary system (called B-particle) in the field of the other
component (called A-particle). As will be explained in the following chapters, we will solve the
geodesic equation of B-particle in particular coordinate system associated with the co-rotating
frame. In these coordinates, binary system is in equlibrium (periodic motion exhibiting helical
symmetry) if the coordinates of both particles are constant, i.e. first and second derivatives are
zero for all times. As soon as we satisfy conditions of equilibrium and make these derivatives
vanish, any numerical method leads to constant coordinates. For this reason, the Euler method
works for circular orbits with the same accuracy as higher order method. But once we simulate
non-circular trajectories (e.g. elliptic trajectories in the Newtonian case), none of the first order
methods is accurate enough. In fact, we will need the fourth order Runge-Kutta method which
is sufficient for all subsequent simulations, see below.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the Euler method and the second-order Runge-Kutta method.

1.3 Runge-Kutta methods

Reason why the Euler method is necessarily inaccurate can be understood by naive geometrical
intuition. Consider simple first-order differential equation of the form

ẋ(s) = f(s).

The solution x = x(s) is schematically plotted in figure 1.3a. Let (s(0), x(0)) be the initial
point at which the simulation starts. The main idea of the Euler method is to construct the
tangent ~τ1 to the graph of the solution at the initial point. Then we move along this tangent
by parametric distance h to point (s(1), x(1)). This point is said to be the next point of an
approximate solution. In figure 1.3, two points of an approximate solution are constructed. It
is obvious that the trajectory obtained by the Euler method is necessarily diverging from the
actual solution. Choosing smaller step h can increase the accuracy for few steps, but does not
change the principle. This problem is particularly apparent when the trajectories representing
the solution are closed curves, e.g. circles.

Thus, more sophisticated methods are needed. As we mentioned in the final part of previous
section, there exist several first-order methods which are, however, significantly more accurate
than the Euler method. For the reasons already explained, we do not discuss these methods in
the thesis.

Runge-Kutta methods (RK methods) form an important family of numerical methods and
allow one to compute the solution, in principle, to any desired order. We illustrate the supe-
riority of RK methods over basic Euler method on the example of second-order Runge-Kuta
method (RK2). Let us return to figure 1.3 and try another construction.

First, we proceed as in the Euler step: we start from the initial point (s(0), x(0)) and construct
the tangent ~τ0. Then we move along ~τ0 by parametric distance h to the point depicted as the
Euler step in the figure 1.3b. At this point we construct the tangent ~τ1. But now we transport
this tangent to the initial point and construct the “average tangent”

~τ2 =
1

2
(~τ0 + ~τ1)

and move from the initial point along ~τ2 by parametric distance h so that we end at the point
depicted as the RK2 step in the figure. We can see that, by construction, RK2 point is much
closer to the actual solution than the solution obtained by the Euler method. It can be shown
that the Runge-Kutta method just described is of the second order, which means that its local
truncation error is

∆ = O
(
h3
)
.

Again, there exist several variants of this method which are still of the second order but can be
more accurate in particular situations. In fact, variants where only halved Euler step is used
are more usual. Our aim here was to illustrate how the original Euler method can be bettered
by more cautious construction. For iteration scheme for RK2 method, see (1.7).
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x(0)a = xa(0)

Fa1 = fa

(
s(k), x(k)

)
Fa2 = fa

(
s(k) + h, x(k) + hF1

)
x(k+1)
a = x(k)a +

h

2
(Fa1 + Fa2)

RK2 method (1.7)

The most common method for integration of ordinary differential equations is the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method with local truncation error

∆ = O
(
h5
)
.

In principle, it is possible to construct the Runge-Kutta method of an arbitrary order and thus
achieve arbitrary precision. But, as one could suspect, computational effort increases rapidly
with the order of method and the accuracy achieved is not worth the time needed to perform
the calculations. It turns out that for the most of application, RK4 method is both sufficiently
fast and accurate. Iteration scheme for RK4 method is shown in equation (1.8).

x(0)a = xa(0)

Fa1 = fa

(
s(k), x(k)

)
Fa2 = fa

(
s(k) +

h

2
, x(k) +

h

2
F1

)
Fa3 = fa

(
s(k) +

h

2
, x(k) +

h

2
F2

)
Fa4 = fa

(
s(k) + h, x(k) + hF3

)
x(k+1)
a = x(k)a +

h

6
(Fa1 + 2Fa2 + 2Fa3 + Fa4)

RK4 method (1.8)

Although the Runge-Kutta methods can be further improved by implementing the adaptive
step, for our puproses, RK4 method is sufficiently accurate as we will se in the next chapter.
Inaccuracies will be treated by decreasing the integration step h. The only disadvantage of this
approach rests in the loss of time but not the loss of precision.

1.4 Implementation

In this section we list the source code implementing numerical methods introduced above. These
methods will be applied both to the Newtonian and the Einsteinian case and thus we wish to
develop an algorithm independent of the system of equations to be solved. In order to achieve
some degree of universality we split the problem (1.2) into two independent parts: evaluation
of the right hand side of equations (1.2) and performing the integration step. While the first
part is a matter of the system under consideration, the second part is a matter of method used
to solve the system. In our algorithm we can therefore assume that some arbitrary functions fa
depending on the state variables are inserted as the arguments into the integration routine and
proceed according to integration scheme (1.6) or (1.8). The head of each integration routine is
of the form

void method_name (

// reference to the function evaluating the right hand side

void (*func)(

double *f, // array of derivatives (to be evaluated)
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double *params, // additional parameters affecting calculations

double *x // array of current state variables

), // end of func declaration

double *params, // additional parameters passed to function func

double *x, // array of state variables (to be updated)

int varsnum, // number of variables present in x array

double dt // size of integration step

); // end of the head of method_name

Thus, each integration routine takes the pointer “func” referring to some function fa which
serves to evaluate the derivatives of unknown variables. According to the listing, this function
may depend on some additional parameters stored in the pointer “params”. Derivatives are
evaluated at the point “x” and the resulting array of derivatives is written into array “f”.
Notice that values of additional parameters are not supposed to be used inside the integration
routine and they are merely passed to “func”. Full source code implementing the Euler method
and RK4 method can be found in the listing 1.2. All routines concerning numerical solution
of ordinary differential equations are part of library “ode”; for corresponding header file, see
listing 1.1.

Listing 1.1: ”ode.h” – header file for ODE library

1 #ifndef ODE_H_INCLUDED

2 #define ODE_H_INCLUDED

3

4 void euler( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

5 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt );

6

7 void rk2( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

8 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt );

9

10 void rk4( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

11 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt );

12

13

14 #endif // ODE_H_INCLUDED

8



Listing 1.2: ”ode.cpp” – library for ordinary differential equations

1 /* Euler method */

2 void euler( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

3 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt )

4 {

5 double *f = new double[varsnum];
6 func(f, params, x);

7 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

8 x[i] += dt * f[i];

9 delete[] f;

10 }

11

12

13 /* second order Runge-Kutta */

14 void rk2( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

15 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt )

16 {

17 double *f1 = new double[varsnum];
18 double *f2 = new double[varsnum];
19 double *x1 = new double[varsnum];
20 func(f1, params, x);

21 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

22 x1[i] = x[i] + dt * f1[i];

23 func(f2, params, x1);

24 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

25 x[i] += (f1[i] + f2[i]) * dt / 2;

26 delete[] f1; delete[] f2; delete[] x1;

27 }

28

29

30 /* fourth order Runge-Kutta */

31 void rk4( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

32 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt )

33 {

34 double *f1 = new double[varsnum];
35 double *f2 = new double[varsnum];
36 double *f3 = new double[varsnum];
37 double *f4 = new double[varsnum];
38 double *x1 = new double[varsnum];
39 double *x2 = new double[varsnum];
40 double *x3 = new double[varsnum];
41 func(f1, params, x);

42 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

43 x1[i] = x[i] + dt * f1[i] / 2;

44 func(f2, params, x1);

45 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

46 x2[i] = x[i] + dt * f2[i] / 2;

47 func(f3, params, x2);

48 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

49 x3[i] = x[i] + dt * f3[i];

50 func(f4, params, x3);

51 for (int i = 0; i < varsnum; i++)

52 x[i] += (f1[i] + 2*f2[i] + 2*f3[i] + f4[i]) * dt / 6;

53 delete[] f1; delete[] f2; delete[] f3; delete[] f4;

54 delete[] x1; delete[] x2; delete[] x3;

55 }

Slightly different case is the adaptive Runge-Kutta routine, for it must be able to change the
magnitude of integration step “dt”. One possibility is to pass the argument “dt” by reference,
i.e. as a pointer, another possibility is to return value of the function. Here we have decided
for the second possibility. Adaptive RK4 routine is presented in the listing 1.3. Notice that the
routine cannot decrease the time step infinitely many times.
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Listing 1.3: ”Adaptive RK4 method

1 #define max_error 1E-8

2 #define min_error 1E-10

3 /* adaptive step Runge-Kutta */

4 double rka( void (*func)(double *f, double * params, double * x),

5 double *params, double *x, int varsnum, double dt )

6 {

7 double *x_single = new double[varsnum];
8 double *x_double = new double[varsnum];
9 double error;

10 int steps = 0;

11

12 do {

13 for (int i=0; i<varsnum; i++)

14 x_single[i] = x[i];

15 for (int i=0; i<varsnum; i++)

16 x_double[i] = x[i];

17 // one long step

18 rk4(func, params, x_single, varsnum, dt);

19 // two half-steps

20 rk4(func, params, x_double, varsnum, dt/2);

21 rk4(func, params, x_double, varsnum, dt/2);

22 // comparison

23 error = 0;

24 for (int i = 0; i<varsnum; i++)

25 error += (x_single[i] - x_double[i])*(x_single[i] - x_double[i]);

26 error = sqrt(error);

27 if (error < min_error) dt = 10*dt;

28 if (error > max_error) dt = dt*0.1;

29 steps++;

30

31 } while ((error > max_error)&&(steps<100));

32 for (int i=0; i<varsnum; i++)

33 x[i] = x_single[i];

34 delete[] x_single;

35 delete[] x_double;

36 return dt;

37 }
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2. Newtonian solution

As explained in the introduction, our goal is to find the geodesics of particles moving in the
gravitational field produced by source with helical symmetry in linearized approximation of
Einstein’s equations. Since the geodesic equation of our interest is not solvable analytically, we
adopt standard algorithms to solve it numerically. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce
corresponding Newtonian equations of motion in appropriate coordinates in order to

• verify that our numerical algorithms give correct behaviour in the Newtonian case;

• compare relativistic solution to corresponding Newtonian solution.

2.1 Equations of motion

Derivation of Newtonian equations of motion is rather straightforward. We assume that the
source of gravitational field is a point particle moving along the circular orbit of radius a at
constant angular velocity ω. Its position vector as a function of time is given by

a(t) =
(
a cosωt a sinωt 0

)
. (2.1)

Gravitational field of the source is characterized by the field strentgth K

K(t,x) = −Gm x− a(t)

|x− a(t)|3
(2.2)

where m is the mass of the source particle.
We wish to derive the equations of motion of the test particle in co-rotating frame. Co-

rotating frame is a frame rotating about the z−axis at angular velocity ω, so that the source
particle is at rest with respect to this frame. Coordinates associated with the co-rotating frame
can be introduced as follows. Let (r, φ, z) be standard cylindrical coordinates defined by

x = r cosφ, y = r sinφ, z = z.

Cylindrical coordinates of the source parametrized by time read

r = a, φ = ω t, z = 0.

Thus, the only varying coordinate is the azimuth angle φ. Dependence of φ on time can be
removed defining the coordinate

φ̂ = φ − ω t,

for this coordinate is constant and equal to zero. Triple (r, φ̂, z) will be called co-rotating
coordinates associated with the co-rotating frame.

Equations of motion will be derived in standard Lagrangian formalism. Kinetic energy of
the test particle in co-rotating coordinates reads

T =
1

2

(
ṙ2 + r2(ω +

˙̂
φ)2 + ż2

)
.

Notice that we did not include the mass of the particle because the motion in gravitational field
does not depend on the mass of the test particle. Symbol m is reserved for the mass of the
source. Components of the field strength with respect to co-rotating coordinates read

Kr = −Gm r − a cos φ̂

R3
,

Kφ̂ = −Gm ar sin φ̂

R3
,

Kz = −Gm z

R3
,

(2.3)
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where

R =

√
a2 + r2 + z2 − 2ar cos φ̂. (2.4)

Equations of motion follow from the Lagrange equations of the second kind,

d

dt

∂T

∂q̇a
− ∂T

∂qa
= Ka,

where qa = (r, φ̂, z) and Ka = (Kr,Kφ̂,Kz). Resulting equations read

r̈ = r(ω +
˙̂
φ)2 − mG

r − a cos φ̂

R3
,

¨̂
φ = −mG

a sin φ̂

r R3
− 2 ṙ

r
(ω +

˙̂
φ),

z̈ = −mG
z

R3
.

(2.5)

2.2 Choice of units

When solving differential equations on computer, it is often useful to adapt the units to problem
under consideration in order to avoid using too large or too small values of the quantities
involved. For example, when we study motion of Earth about the Sun, one astronomical unit
(mean distance Earth–Sun) is more appropriate measure of distance than meter and one year
is more appropriate time unit than second. In this section we transform equations of motion
(2.5) in this manner.

However, our motivation here is to be able to compare the Newtonian solution to the solution
obtained in the framework of linearized Einstein’s gravity. Instead of angular velocity ω we
introduce dimensionless parameter

α =
ω a

c
(2.6)

so that we can expand relativistic solution in powers of α. Introducing the speed of light c in
the Newtonian theory is somewhat artifical but it reflects what we will need later. Thus, we
proceed completely as in the relativistic case.

First we introduce new time coordinate x0 = ct so that both time and lengths are measured
in meters. Natural length associated with binary system is the radius of orbit of the source
particle a. We define dimensionless coordinates (t̃, r̃, φ̂, z̃) by

t̃ =
c t

a
, r̃ =

r

a
, φ̂ = φ̂, z̃ =

z

a
. (2.7)

Next we define dimensionless mass parameter by

m̃ =
mG

a c2
. (2.8)

Function R defined by (2.4) can be written in the form

R = a R̃ = a

√
1 + r̃2 + z̃2 − 2r̃ cos φ̂.

Let us discuss some situations of particular interest to see what values dimensionless quan-
tities introduced above acquire. Consider binary system Sun–Earth. For simplicity we assume
that the orbit of the Earth is circular and has radius of one astronomical unit, in SI system,

rE = 1 AU = 149 598 000 km =̇ 1, 5× 1011 m.

Masses of the Sun and the Earth are

m� = 1, 998 92× 1030 kg =̇ 2× 1030 kg,

mE = 5, 974 1× 1024 kg =̇ 6× 1024 kg.
(2.9)
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Radius of the orbit of the Sun r� can be calculated from the fact that the center of mass must
be fixed, i.e. the condition

m� r� = mE rE

must be satisfied, from which

r� = 447 105, 623 m =̇ 5, 5× 105 m. (2.10)

In the notation used in this thesis, for the Sun–Earth system we have

a = rS , b = rE ,

since we simulate the motion of Earth in the gravitational field of the Sun. Now we can rescale
units according to equations (2.7) and (2.8). Dimensionless mass of the Sun is

m̃ =
m�G

r� c2
= 3, 3× 10−3. (2.11)

Radius rE measured in multiples of r� is given by dimensionless parameter

b̃ = 334 600.

Angular velocity of the Earth motion is

ω =
2π

1 yr
= 1, 992× 10−7 s

and corresponding dimensionless parameter

α =
ω c

r�
= 2, 983× 10−10. (2.12)

We assumed, for simplicity, that the orbit of the Earth is circular, which is of course not true.
Our aim is not, however, to perform exact simulation of the Earth motion, just to illustrate,
what values our dimensionless coordinates can take for binary systems comparable to the Sun-
Earth system.

Since now we will work in these units and thus omit the tildas for simplicity. Equations of
motion (2.5) then read

r̈ = −m r − cos φ̂

R3
+ r (α +

˙̂
φ)2,

¨̂
φ = − m sin φ̂

r R3
− 2 ṙ

r
(α +

˙̂
φ),

z̈ = − mz

R3
.

(2.13)

In (2.13), all quantities are dimensionless, dot means the derivative with respect to dimensionless
time, and R is given by

R =

√
1 + r2 + z2 − 2r cos φ̂.

All lengths are measured in multiples of the radius a. We will often refer to α as angular
velocity, although it is a dimensionless parameter α = ωa/c.

2.3 Newtonian equilibrium

By an appropriate choice of parameter m, b and α one can always achieve the binary system to
be in equilibrium. By equilibrium we mean helically symmetric configuration when both com-
ponents of binary system are moving along the circular trajectories at the same (and constant)
angular velocity. Condition for equilibrium can be obtained from equations of motion (2.13).
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Imagine we insert a test particle at position with coordinates

r = b, φ̂ = π, z = 0

and let its initial velocity be

ṙ = 0,
˙̂
φ = 0, ż = 0.

Notice that condition
˙̂
φ = 0 means that the particle is at rest in the co-rotating frame, i.e. it

is orbiting with angular velocity α. Equations of motion (2.13) simplify to

r̈ = −m 1

(1 + b)2
+ α2 b,

¨̂
φ = z̈ = 0.

The system will be in equilibrium if all second derivatives vanish. We can see that in the
Newtonian theory the second derivative of angular coordinate vanishes automatically, which
does not hold in relativistic theory, cf. (3.40). Derivative r̈ can be set to zero imposing the
condition

αN =

√
m

b(1 + b)2
(2.14)

where the subscript N stands for “Newtonian”. Equation (2.14) is the Newtonian condition of
equilibrium. Its most important feature is that for arbitrary values of b and m there always
exists α for which the system is in equilibrium. This α is unique up to sign which merely
corresponds to the opposite sense of the rotation.

For initial conditions given above and for the value of αN given by (2.14) the trajectory of
the orbit of the test particle will be circular and its angular velocity will be constant. This fact
can serve as a test of numerical methods to be used.

2.4 Implementation

Finally, after introducing necessary numerical methods in chapter 1 and introducing the New-
tonian equations of motion in this chapter, we are ready to apply numerical methods and solve
the Newtonian equations of motion. In the section 1.4 we have introduced general schema
to implement the Euler method and RK4 method and presented the source code 1.2, page
9. We emphasized the universality of integration routines in the sense that they can be ap-
plied to arbitrary system of first-order ordinary differential equations. Here we provide routine
implementing the right hand side of these equations, i.e. functions fa in (1.2).

Notice, first, that although the equations of motion (2.13) are second-order equations, it is
trivial to convert them to first-order system. Indeed, defining new variables

vr = ṙ, vφ =
˙̂
φ, vz = ż,

system (2.13) splits to six equations of the first order:

ṙ = vr, v̇r = −m r − cos φ̂

R3
+ r (α + vφ)2,

˙̂
φ = vφ, v̇φ = − m sin φ̂

r R3
− 2 vr

r
(α + vφ),

ż = vz, v̇z = − mz

R3
.

(2.15)

With this definition, the state of the particle moving in gravitational field is described not only
by its coordinates but also by its velocities. The state vector “x” appearing in the integration
routines in listing 1.2 consists of eight variables

x = (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) = (t, r, φ̂, z, vt, vr, vφ, vz).

Formally we treat time t as an independent variable. Its conjugated velocity in the Newtonian
case is, of course,

vt = ṫ = 1

14



and corresponding second derivative must vanish. However, in the relativistic case one has

dt = γ ds

where γ is the Lorentz factor and ds is the proper time, since in relativity we parametrize the
worldlines by proper time rather than by inertial time.

Newtonian equations of motion (2.15) for the test particle moving in the gravitational field
of the source particle moving periodically along circular orbits can be implemented as shown in
the listing 2.1, where full program for solving equations of motion for arbitrary initial conditions
is listed.

Listing 2.1: Newtonian solution with brief comments

1 #include <iostream>

2 #include <fstream>

3 #include <math.h>

4 #include <stdlib.h>

5 #include "ode.h" // library for diff. equations

6

7 #define PI 3.14159265358 // Bulgarian constant

8

9

10 using namespace std;

11

12

13 /*

14 params[0] = m, params[1] = alpha

15 x = {t, r, hphi, z, u0, u1, u2, u3}

16 */

17 void newton (double *f, double *params, double * x) {

18 double R = sqrt( 1 + x[1]*x[1] + x[3]*x[3] - 2*x[1]*cos(x[2]) );

19 double kappa = params[0] / (R*R*R);

20 // derivatives of coordinates = velocities

21 f[0] = 1;

22 f[1] = x[5]; f[2] = x[6]; f[3] = x[7];

23 // derivatives of velocities = acceleration

24 f[4] = 0;

25 f[5] = - kappa * (x[1] - cos(x[2])) + x[1]

26 * (params[1] + x[6]) * (params[1] + x[6]);

27 f[6] = - kappa * sin(x[2]) / x[1] -(2*x[5]/x[1])*(params[1] + x[6]);

28 f[7] = - kappa * x[3];

29 }

30

31 /*

32 evaluates whether maximal time or max. number of orbits

33 have been reached

34 */

35 bool finished(double *x, double *fin_params, double *params) {

36 bool time = x[0] > fin_params[0];

37 bool orbits = (x[2] + params[1]*x[0] - PI)/(2*PI) > fin_params[1];

38 if (time) cout << "maximal time exceeded";

39 if (orbits) cout << "number of orbits reached";

40 return (time||orbits);

41 }

42

43

44 /*

45 writes the state "x" of the system into file f

46 */

47 void write_coordinates(ofstream *f, double *x, double *params) {

48 // corotating coords. (1,2,3,4)

49 for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)

50 (*f) << x[i] << " ";

51 // phi = hphi + alpha * t (5)
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52 double phi = x[2] + params[1] * x[0];

53 (*f) << phi << " ";

54 // Cartesian (6, 7)

55 (*f) << x[1] * cos(phi) << " " << x[1] * sin(phi);

56

57 (*f) << endl;

58 //

59 cout << "time = " << x[0] << ", r = " << x[1] << ",

60 orbits = " << (phi-PI)/(2*PI) << endl;

61 }

62

63

64 int main()

65 {

66 ofstream out1 ("newton.txt");

67 ofstream out3 ("source.txt");

68

69 double m = 3.3E-3; // mass of Earth

70 double b = 334600; // radius of Earth's orbit

71 double alpha = sqrt(m/b)/(1+b); //equilibrium angular velocity

72 double tmax= 2*PI/alpha; // estimated orbit

73 double ds = tmax * 1E-6;

74 tmax = tmax * 30; // max time = 10 orbits

75

76 // state vector, x = [t, r, phi, z, vt, vr, vphi, vz]

77 double xN[8] = {0, b, PI, 0, /**/ 1, 0, 1.05E-10, 0 };

78

79 double params[3] = {m, alpha}; // mass, angular velocity

80 double finish_params[2] = {tmax, 2};//max time, max number of orbits

81

82 double steps = 0;

83

84 //

85 cout << "alpha = " << params[1] << endl;

86 cout << "Start simulation pressing any key" <<endl;

87 cin.ignore(1);

88

89

90 while (!finished(xN, finish_params, params)) {

91 euler(newton, params, xN, 8, ds); //perform one integration step

92 steps++;

93 if (steps == 10000) {

94 // save current state to file

95 write_coordinates(&out1, xN, params);

96 // motion of the source

97 out3 << xN[0] << " " << cos(alpha*xN[0]) <<

98 " " << sin(alpha*xN[0]) << " " << 0 << endl;

99 steps = 0;

100 }

101

102 }

103

104 out1.close();

105 out2.close();

106 out3.close();

107 return 0;

108 }

2.5 Selected numerical solutions

Now we are in position to test numerical methods introduced in chapter 1 and apply them to
problem of motion in the Newtonian gravitational field. Let us emphasize that at this moment
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only the test particle is subject to equations of motion. The source particle is, by definition,
moving along circular orbit of radius 1 (in the units chosen in section 2.2) at angular velocity α.
We do not investigate the reasons why the source is moving in prescribed way, we are interested
just in the motion of the test particle in given gravitational field.

Our binary system is described by three parameters:

• mass of the source particle m,

• radius of the orbit of the test particle b,

• angular velocity α of the source particle.

The radius a of the orbit of the first particle has been eliminated by the choice of units and the
motion of the test particle is not affected by its mass. Hence, there are no other parameters
characterizing the system.

The program works as follows. First, the values of m and b are entered and relation (2.14)
can be used to compute the equilibrium value of α, that is, the value of angular velocity for
which the binary system can stay in equilibrium for arbitrarily long time. Then the length of
one period of the test particle can be estimated as

T =
2π

α
.

Initial position and initial velocity of the test particle are chosen to be

r(0) = b, φ̂(0) = π, z(0) = 0, ṙ(0) =
˙̂
φ(0) = ż(0) = 0,

so that the test particle is at rest with respect to co-rotating frame. Then the simulation starts.
Program generates two files containing data in the plain text format. File “source.txt” con-

tains informations about the motion of the source particle and contains only three columns:
time, and the x-coordinate and y−coordinate of the source particle at given time. File “new-
ton.txt” contains following 7 columns (numbers are taken from randomly chosen simulation):

t r φ̂ z φ = φ̂+ αt x y
1.37658 3 3.14159 0 3.20442 -2.99408 -0.188372
2.75315 3 3.14159 0 3.26726 -2.97634 -0.376
4.12973 3 3.14159 0 3.33009 -2.94686 -0.562144
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Simulation ends when desired number of orbits of the test particle has been reached. If the
trajectory of the test particle under given initial condition is not bounded, simulation ends after
exceeding conveniently chosen maximal time. This maximal time is automatically computed as
a multiple of estimated period T .

At the beginning of our analysis we will use the simplest Euler method. Usually, when
modelling motion of test particles in the Newtonian gravitational field, one encounters serious
difficulties following from the inaccuracy of this method. For example, trajectories of the
test particles which should be closed according to theoretical prediction fail to be closed in
the simulation. Employing the Runge-Kutta methods (or other more accurate methods) it is
possible to recover closed orbits in numerical simulation. It is very important to identify errors
caused by numerical algorithm, otherwise one can deduce from simulation physical phenomena
which are in fact not present.

However, this problem is much less obvious in our case thanks to the coordinate system used.
If we simulate planar motion in the Cartesian coordinates, both x and y are varying over wide
range of values. In order to obtain closed orbit, the coordinates x and y must return to their
initial values after one period. Thus, even a small inaccuracy in the numerical algorithm will
cause the decay of the orbit. On the other hand, in the corotating frame the orbits are closed
if relevant coordinates r and φ̂ are constant. They do not have to return to some initial values,
they must be constant during one period all the time. If we satisfy the condition of equilibrium
at the initial time, all derivatives will be zero and therefore the coordinates will remain constant
regardless on the accuracy of the method being used. To conclude, the discrepancy between
the most trivial Euler method and more sophisticated methods is much smaller than in usual
applications.
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Figure 2.1: Values m = 1, b = 2 and equilibrium angular velocity αN = 0, 235 702. Initial
position of the test particle is (x, y) = (−2, 0). The trajectory of the source particle starts at
point (x, y) = (1, 0) and it is a circle of radius a = 1. On the other hand, trajectory of the test
particle is a result of simulation.

Nevertheless, we start our analysis with the Euler method and show that for extremely
eccentric trajectories this method does not give correct answers and must be replaced.

Our first task is to test whether the trajectory of the test particle is indeed circular when
the test particle is orbiting at equilibrium angular velocity α given by (2.14) and the initial
velocity of the test particle is set to zero with respect to co-rotating frame. Under these initial
conditions the test particle must stay at rest in co-rotating frame, which means that it must
stay in uniform circular motion in the inertial frame.

In order to verify that our simulation yields the same result we subsequently choose several
values of parameters m and b. Figure 2.1 shows the simulation for m = 1 and b = 2. For
equilibrium value of αN = 0, 235 702 we obtain perfectly circular orbit of radius b = 2. In
this case, numerical simulation gives expected result. We can ask what happens if we choose
slightly different value of α. The answer is not obvious, however, because the source particle is
in its own circular motion regardless on the motion of the test particle. Thus, choosing α 6= αN
does not produce usual solution of the two-body Kepler problem with eliptical orbits! Rather
it yields chaotic motion of the test particle driven by periodic gravitational force. Later we
demonstrate that this is indeed the case when the radius a is comparable to radius b, or, in our
dimensionless units, when b ≈ 1.

On the other hand, when b � 1, the motion of the source particle should not affect the
motion of the test particle. For example, we have seen in the section 2.2 that for the system
Earth-Sun the values of parameters are

b = 334 600, m = 3, 3× 10−3.

Again, for the equilibrium value of αN = 2, 983 × 10−10 we recover circular motion of “the
Earth”, see figure 2.2. Now, if we perturb the value of b slightly but leave αN unchanged,
circular trajectory of the test particle must be deformed into an ellipse.

In following examples we choose a value of b, compute equilibrium angular velocity αN , but
then choose the initial radius r(0) to be

r(0) = k b

where k is a coefficient close to unity. We investigate the influence of k on the character of
orbits. Results for several choices of k are plotted in figure 2.3. Recall that these solutions have
been obtained by the Euler method.

From figure 2.3 we can see that elliptical character of the trajectories is more apparent
for the choice k < 1. To see that the Euler method indeed breaks down for highly elliptical
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Figure 2.2: Values m = 3, 3×10−10, b = 334 600 (notice the scaling of the axes) and equilibrium
angular velocity αN = 2, 983× 10−10 corresponding to circular motion of the Earth about the
Sun. Trajectory of the Sun is represented by the single point at the origin. We can see that
the motion remains circular after one period which justifies the numerical method used in this
case.
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Figure 2.3: Again, we consider parameters for the Earth-Sun system, m = 3, 3 × 10−10, b =
334 600 and equilibrium angular velocity αN = 2, 983× 10−10, but the initial radius is chosen
to be r0 = kb where the coefficient k acquires values close to one. Obtained trajectories are in
accordance with theoretical predictions.
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Figure 2.4: Parameters for the Earth-Sun system, m = 3, 3×10−10, b = 334 600 and equilibrium
angular velocity αN = 2, 983×10−10, but the initial radius is chosen to be r0 = kb where k = 0.4.
First three “orbits” of the test particle are shown: Euler method breaks down. Simulation based
on the Runge-Kutta 2nd order method yields correct result.

trajectories, let us choose k = 0.4. Corresponding solution obtained via Euler method is plotted
in the figure 2.4. From the exact solution of the problem we know that the trajectory of the test
particle must be closed ellipse but the Euler method produces decaying orbit. Had we not known
the exact solution, we might think that the decay is due to some physical effect. Hence, it is
absolutely necessary to test numerical methods on the problems with known solution, otherwise
we cannot trust any result obtained by simulation. The same figure 2.4 shows, however, that
more accurate Runge-Kutta method of second order gives correct result, closed ellipse with
high eccentricity. Comparison of RK2 and RK4 method for even more eccentric trajectories is
shown in figure 2.5.

Now we can return to the question what happens if the equilibrium configuration is slightly
perturbed, but when the radius b is comparable to the radius a, or, in our units, if b ≈ 1.
In such a case, the equilibrium configuration is expected to be unstable because the motion
of the source particle is not negligible compared to the motion of the test particle. Thus, a
small perturbation should lead to diverging and chaotic trajectories. Figure 2.6 shows two
trajectory with initially close points with radii 1, 03b and 1, 04b. As can be seen in the figure,
these trajectories slowly diverge from each other.
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Figure 2.5: Parameters for the Earth-Sun system, m = 3, 3×10−10, b = 334 600 and equilibrium
angular velocity αN = 2, 983 × 10−10, but the initial radius is chosen to be r0 = kb where
k = 0.2. RK2 method produces completely unsatisfactory solution, RK4 method gives much
better result.
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3. Helicaly symmetric solution

In this chapter we summarize the results obtained in [2] important for our problem. In the first
section we review basic relations of linearized Einstein’s theory. While this is a very standard
topic, our treatment contains an important discussion on the consistency of linearized theory.
Then we present the solution to linearized Einstein’s equations representing the particle orbiting
along the circular trajectory and discuss the conditions of equilibrium.

3.1 Linearized gravity

Einstein’s general relativity is a theory of gravitation, space and time. Its most striking feature
is the idea that the matter and its distribution determine the geometry of the spacetime and,
conversely, the geometry of spacetime determines the motion of the matter it contains. This
mutual influence is encapsulated in Einstein’s equations. According to conventions used in this
text, Einstein’s equations read

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν = − 8π Tµν . (3.1)

The Ricci tensor Rµν and scalar curvature R = Rµµ depend linearly on second derivatives of
metric tensor gµν but non-linearly on its first derivatives. These non-linearities are responsible
for mutual interaction between the geometry and the matter. Moreover, contracted Bianchi
identities imply vanishing of the covariant divergence of the energy-momentum tensor,

∇µ Tµν = 0. (3.2)

In many cases, this condition is strong enough to determine the equations of motion of the
sources represented by Tµν .

If Tµν = 0 everywhere, i.e. in the absence of sources, metric tensor reduces to that of the
Minkowski spacetime denoted by ηµν . We use the signature

ηµν = diag (1,−1,−1,−1) . (3.3)

Thus, if the sources are weak, metric tensor can be written in the form

gµν = ηµν + hµν (3.4)

where hµν is the perturbation much smaller than the background flat metric:

hµν � ηµν .

In this regime, full non-linear Einstein’s equations (3.1) can be replaced by their linearized
version where all products of hµν with itself are neglected.

Several simplifications apply to linearized theory. First, all indices are raised and lowered
by flat metric ηµν and ηµν . The only exception is inverse metric gµν given by simple relation

gµν = ηµν − hµν , (3.5)

where hµν = ηµαηναhαβ . Indeed, the matrix product of gµν and gµν yields

gµα gαν = δµν + hµν − hµν − hµα hαν = δµν + O
(
h2
)
.

Therefore, gµν defined by (3.5) is the inverse of gµν in the linear approximation.
In order to derive linearized form of Einstein’s equations one needs to find the Christoffel

symbols of the affine connection. General expression for the Christoffel symbols acquire familiar
form

Γρµν =
1

2
gρσ (∂µgσν + ∂νgµσ − ∂σgµν) . (3.6)
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Now, in the Minkowski coordinates xµ = (t, x, y, z), the flat metric has constant components
(3.3) and the expression for linearized Christoffel symbols derived from metric (2) reduces to

Γρµν =
1

2
ηρσ (∂µhσν − ∂νhµσ − ∂σhµν) . (3.7)

Notice, however, that this is not the case in general curvilinear coordinate system, for the
components of the flat metric can be coordinate dependent. We emphasize this point because
in this section we present linearized Einstein’s equations in the Minkowski coordinates but the
solution of these equations will be transformed into co-rotating curvilinear coordinates. What
we are going to solve in this thesis is the geodesic equation in co-rotating coordinates in which
the flat metric is in fact coordinate dependent. Hence, the connection will contain also the
derivatives of ηµν not present in (3.7). In such case one has to return to original expression
(3.6), substitute linearized metric (3.4) and only then neglect terms quadratic in hµν .

Derivation of linearized Einstein’s equations can be found in any standard textbook on
General Relativity, e.g. in Wald [9]. Following the standard procedure we introduce quantity
h̄µν by

h̄µν = hµν −
1

2
ηµν h (3.8)

where h = ηµνhµν is the trace of perturbation hµν . Since the relation h̄ = −h holds, we will
refer to h̄µν as the trace-reversed metric tensor for brevity. Linearized Einstein’s equations then
acquire the form

−∂α∂(βh̄ν)α +
1

2
ηβν ∂

ρ∂σh̄ρσ +
1

2
�h̄βν = − 8π Tβν . (3.9)

Frightening expression (3.9) can be simplified by reducing the gauge freedom of general
relativity. The point is that general relativity must be diffeomorphism invariant. In other
words, arbitrary coordinate transformation does not affect the physical content of the theory.
Any (passive) coordinate transformation can be regarded as an active transformation of the
manifold into itself. Such a transformation is called diffeomorphism. Under diffeomorphism,
the metric tensor is transformed as well. However, the transformed metric tensor represents the
same physical situation and therefore the metric tensor is not unique. It is a close analogy to the
situation in electrodynamics where the four-potential Aµ is defined only up to transformation

Aµ 7→ Aµ + ∂µχ

where χ is arbitrary scalar function. It can be shown that there always exists χ such that the
transformed potential will satisfy the so called Lorenz gauge condition

∂µA
µ = 0.

Under this additional condition, the equations for Aµ acquire the form of wave equation

�Aµ = jµ,

where jµ is the four-current. This equation can be solved explicitly using the method of Green’s
functions:

Aµ(x) =

∫
G(x− x′) jµ(x′) d4x,

where G(x− x′) is the Green function of the d’Alembert operator,

�G(x− x′) = δ(x− x′).

Natural question arises whether solution Aµ obtained by this method satisfies the Lorenz
gauge condition. The answer is straightforward:

∂µAµ(x) =

∫
∂G(x− x′)

∂xµ
jµ(x′) d4x = −

∫
∂G(x− x′)

∂x′µ
jµ(x′) d4x

= −
∮
G(x− x′) jµ(x′) dσµ +

∫
G(x− x′) ∂j

µ(x′)

∂x′µ
d4x,
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where we integrated by parts in the last step. The surface integral vanishes provided that jµ is
zero near infinity. Remaining term vanishes if the four-current satisfies the continuity equation

∂µj
µ = 0

which must be always satisfied because of charge conservation. Thus, if the four-current satisfies
the continuity equation, the solution obtained by Green’s function method satisfies the Lorenz
gauge condition.

Similarly, the metric tensor is unique up to the addition of the Lie derivative of arbitrary
vector field ξµ,

gµν 7→ gµν + ∂µξν + ∂νξµ.

By an appropriate choice of ξµ one can always satisfy condition analogous to the Lorenz con-
dition,

∂µh̄µν = 0. (3.10)

Linearized Einstein’s equations then simplify to

�h̄µν = − 16π Tµν . (3.11)

This is an inhomogeneous wave equation again and can be solved using the Green functions.
The question whether h̄µν satisfies the Lorenz gauge is a more subtle one, however. In

analogy with electromagnetic case, one can argue that the Lorenz gauge condition will be
satisfied if the energy-momentum tensor satisfies

∂µTµν = 0. (3.12)

Obviously, this is linearized version of equation (3.2) expressing the conservation of energy-
momentum, a direct consequence of Einstein’s equations. The situation is very similar to
electromagnetic case.

The problem arises in a following way. Suppose that energy-momentum tensor is given by

Tµν = ρ uµ uν

which corresponds to a dust (perfect fluid with zero pressure). Taking the divergence we find

∂µTµν = uν ∂µ(ρ uµ) + ρ uµ ∂µ uν .

The first term vanishes by the conservation of mass, so that equation (3.12) can be satisfied
only if

uµ∂µuν = 0. (3.13)

This is the geodesic equation in the flat spacetime and we know that geodesics in the flat
spacetimes are straight lines. It means that in linearized theory the particles can move along
the straight lines only! This is inconsistent with our basic assumption that the sources are
moving along circular trajectories. Thus, one cannot construct consistent linearized theory
with sources in non-trivial motion. We will return to this point later.

Nevertheless, we continue in a standard way, bearing the problem of consistency in mind.
Imposing the Lorenz gauge, linearized Einstein’s equations acquire the form (3.11). In the
following section we present their solution for the source with helical symmetry.

Trace-reversed metric tensor h̄µν can be used to obtain the perturbation hµν by relation
inverse to (3.8),

hµν = h̄µν −
1

2
h̄ ηµν .

From this metric tensor, the Christoffel symbols can be computed using relations (3.6) or (3.7).
Christoffel symbols is an analogy of the field strength in the Newtonian gravity. Free test
particle in the gravitational field is moving along geodesics, i.e. curves parametrized by the
proper time xµ = xµ(s) which are solutions of geodesic equation

d2xµ

ds2
+ Γµαβ

dxα

ds

dxβ

ds
= 0. (3.14)

In this thesis we take the solution h̄µν and Christoffel symbols derived in [2] and numerically
solve the geodesic equation.
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3.2 Solution of the wave equation

Einstein’s equations (3.11) can be solved by the method of Green’s functions. By definition,
the Green function of the d’Alembert operator is a function G(x− x′) of two spacetime events
x and x′ such that

�G(x− x′) = δ(x− x′). (3.15)

Explicit form of G(x−x′) can be obtained, for example, by the Fourier transform. It turns out
that equation (3.15) has two physically interesting solutions describing two different situations.
First type of the Green function is called advanced and it is denoted by subscript “+”, while
the second type is called retarded and denoted by subscript “–”. Both Green functions (see,
e.g. [6]) can be written by single relation

G±(x− x′) =
1

4π

1

|x− x′|
Θ [∓(t− t′)] δ (t− t′ ± |x− x′|) . (3.16)

Physical difference between both functions is immediate from the presence of the Θ-function.
Retarded function vanishes for t > t′ which means that only times t′ > t will contribute to the
solution. This is due to fact that the source at time t can influence particles only at later times.
Nevertheless, the wave equation also admits advanced solutions when the source influences
particles in the past only.

Now, consider arbitrary event x in which the source of the field is present. Its line cone is
defined by equation

(t− t′)2 − (x− x′)2 = 0,

where x′ = (t′,x′) is any event lying on the light cone. Obviously, taking the square root of the
last equation yields

t− t′ = ±|x− x′|.

Thus, the presence of δ−function ensures that only events lying on the light cone of the event x
contribute to the solution of wave equation and Θ-function selects the future null cone (retarded
solution) and the past null cone (advanced solution), respectively.

Imagine two wordlines describing the motion of two particles, see figure 3.1. The first
particle is a source of the field which acts on the test particle. Let x = (t,x) be any event on
the worldline of the test particle. The test particle at time t is not affected by the source at the
same time, for the signal needs some time to propagate from the source. Thus, the test particle
is influenced by the motion of the source at earlier, retarded time

t′ = t − |x− x′|.

Coordinates of the source at retarded time are x′− = (t′,x′) and this event lies on the intersection
of the past null cone of the test particle and the worldline of the source. Similar considerations
apply to advanced solution.

Knowing the Green functions, the solution of (3.11) can be constructed by

h̄±µν(x) = − 16π

∫
G±(x− x′)Tµν(x′) d4x′, (3.17)

because the application of � to h±µν yields

�h̄±µν(x) = − 16π

∫
�G±(x− x′)Tµν(x′) d4x′

= − 16π

∫
δ(x− x′)Tµν(x′) d4x′

= − 16π Tµν(x).

We will refer to metric tensor (3.17) as to retarded (–) and advanced (+) solution of Einstein’s
equations, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Wordlines of two particles.

Let us stress again that one can compute the coefficients of affine connection from (3.17)
which represent the “strength” of gravitational field. We assume that any test particle moves
along the geodesics given by (3.14). This assumption, however, is beyond the linear approxi-
mation we consider for the reasons explained in section 3.1, see equation (3.13).

Solution (3.17) can be simplified further taking (3.16) into account. Integral on the right
hand side (3.17) is integral over four-dimensional spacetime. Since the time t′ enters the Green
function only through δ−function, we can integrate over coordinate t′ and obtain

h̄±µν(x) = − 4

∫
Tµν(t± |x− x′|,x′)

|x− x′|
dx′ (3.18)

where the integral is now taken over three-dimensional light cone

t′ = t ± |x− x′|.

3.3 Helically symmetric solution

In this section we present the solution of Einstein’s equations given by (3.17) for particular
choice of Tµν describing the source particle in circular motion at constant angular velocity ω.
Energy-momentum tensor of the point particle can be written in the form

Tµν(x) = ρ uµ uν (3.19)

where ρ is invariant rest-energy density and uµ = (u0,u) is the four-velocity of the particle.
Let aµ be the position four-vector of the source particle which, parametrized by inertial time,
reads

aµ(t) = (t, a cos(ωt+ φ0), a sin(ωt+ φ0), 0) ≡ (t,a(t)), (3.20)

where a(t) is the position three-vector of the particle. If m is the mass of the particle, corre-
sponding energy-density can be written in manifestly invariant form as

ρ(x) = m

∞∫
−∞

δ(x − a(s̄)) ds̄
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where ds̄ is the proper time of the particle and

δ(x− a(s̄)) = δ(t− a0(s̄)) δ(x − a(s̄)).

Now we introduce standard time coordinate by

dt̄ = γ ds ≡ ds√
1− v2

(v is the magnitude of three-velocity of the particle) so that the expression for ρ integrates to

ρ(x) =
m

γ
δ(x − a(t)). (3.21)

Notice that γ−factor is constant for the particle in uniform circular motion. The four-velocity
of the source particle with the position four-vector is defined by

uµ =
daµ

ds
= γ

daµ

dt
.

For brevity we denote differentiation with respect to the argument by dot. Energy-momentum
tensor (3.19) can be then written in the form

Tµν(x) = mγ δ(x − a(t)) ȧµ(t) ȧν(t). (3.22)

This expression can be inserted into the general retarded/advanced solution given by (3.18):

h̄±µν(x) = − 4mγ

∫
ȧµ(t± |x− x′|) ȧν(t± |x− x′|)

|x− x′|
δ(x′ − a(t± |x− x′|) dx′.

Now we can perform the integral over δ−function, taking nonlinear dependence of its argument
on integration variable into account. After some rearrangements we arrive at solution

h̄±µν(x) = − 4mγ
ȧµ(t± |x− x′|) ȧν(t± |x− x′|)
|x− x′| ± (x− x′) · ȧ(t± |x− x′|)

(3.23)

where x′ is now solution to equation

x′ = a(t± |x− x′|).

If we define, for convenience, quantities

R± = x − x′, R± = |R±| (advanced/retarded distance)

t± = t ± R± (advanced/retarded time)

ρ± = R± ± R± · ȧ(t±),

(3.24)

the solution becomes

h̄±µν(x) = − 4mγ

ρ±
ȧµ(t±) ȧν(t±) (3.25)

where R± is determined by implicit equation

R± = x − a(t±).

Now we transform the solution into co-rotating frame. Since h̄±µν is covariant, second-
rank tensor, under coordinate transformation xµ 7→ x′µ its component transform according to
relation

h̄±µν 7→ Jαµ J
β
ν h̄
±
µν

where Jαµ is the Jacobi matrix of coordinate transformation defined by

Jαµ =
∂(x0, x1, x2, x2)

∂(x′0, x′1, x′2, x′3)
.
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We subsequently apply several coordinate transformations. In the first step we introduce stan-
dard cylindrical coordinates by relations

t = t, x = r cosφ, y = r sinφ, z = z.

Jacobi matrix in this case reads

Jα1µ =


1 0 0 0
0 cosφ −r sinφ 0
0 sinφ r cosφ 0
0 0 0 1

 .

Next we perform transformation to co-rotating frame introducing coordinate

φ̂ = φ − ωt.

Corresponding Jacobi matrix has simple form

Jα2µ =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
ω 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .

Let us see how the quantities ȧµ(t±) change under these transformations. By (3.20), we
have in the Cartesian frame1

ȧµ(t±) = (1, ω a sin(ωt± + φ0),−ω a cos(ωt± + φ0), 0) .

Multiplication by Jα1µ gives components of ȧµ in cylindrical coordinates:

ȧµ(t±) = (1, ωa sin(ωt± + φ0 − φ),−ωar cos(ωt± + φ0 − φ), 0) .

Thus, instead of advanced/retarded time it is convenient to introduce parameter

θ± = ωt± + φ0 − φ = ω t ± ωR± + φ0 − φ = ±ωR± + φ0 − φ̂.

Next we multiply ȧµ by Jα2µ and find

ȧµ(t±) =
(
1− ω2ar cos θ±, ωa sin θ±, − ωar cos θ±, 0

)
.

Finally, we substitute this result into the solution (3.25) and express quantities ρ±, θ± and R±
in terms of co-rotating coordinates t, r, φ̂ and z and reintroduce standard SI units. Notice that
all quantities are time-independent by the choice of co-rotating frame.

1In our signature, spatial components change the sign when raising or lowering indices
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Figure 3.2: System of two particles at time t = 0. Red particle does not feel the force from
black particle at the same time, but at retarded time or at advanced time.

Helically symmetric solution in co-rotating frame I

h̄±00 = − 4mGγ

c2 ρ±

(
1 − ω2 a r

c2
cos θ±

)2

h̄±01 = − 4mGγ

c3 ρ±

(
1 − ω2 a r

c2
cos θ±

)
ω a sin θ±

h̄±02 =
4mGγ

c3 ρ±

(
1 − ω2 a r

c2
cos θ±

)
ω a r cos θ±

h̄±11 = − 4mGγ

c4 ρ±
ω2 a2 sin2 θ±

h̄±12 =
4mGγ

c4 ρ±
ω2 a2 r sin θ± cos θ±

h̄±22 = − 4mGγ

c4 ρ±
ω2 a2 r2 cos2 θ±

where (3.26)

θ± = ±ω
c
R± + φ0 − φ̂

R± =
√
a2 + r2 + z2 − 2 a r cos θ±

ρ± = R± ∓
ω a r

c
sin θ±

It is useful to get some idea about geometrical meaning of quantities θ± and R± which
appeared in the solution. Since we are primarily interested in binary system, let us evaluate
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these functions at the position of B-particle. Coordinates of B-particle in co-rotating frame are
given by

r = a, φ̂ = φ0 + π, z = 0.

With these values, functions θ± and R± reduce to

θ± = ± ω

c
R± − π,

R± =
√
a2 + b2 − 2 a b cos θ±.

(3.27)

Configuration of binary system is plotted in figure 3.2. Since the gravitational field is prop-
agating at finite speed c, B-particle is not affected by the motion of B-particle immediately,
but at later or at earlier time, depending on the character of the solution taken into account.
For advanced solution, B-particle is influenced by the field of A-particle produced at later time
t+ when the A-particle is located at advanced position. Quantity R+ then represents advanced
distance between both particles at time t+. Gravitational field needs time

∆t =
R+

c

to propagate from the advanced position at time t+ to the position of B-particle at time t.
During this time, the radius-vector of A-particle sweeps out an angle

ϑ+ = ω∆t =
ω

c
R+

called deficit angle. Definition (3.27) of θ+ then shows that θ+ is related to deficit angle by

θ+ = ϑ+ − π.

Another way of seeing this follows from the law of cosines. According to figure 3.2, B-particle,
advanced position of A-particle and the origin of coordinate system form a triangle with sides
a, b and R+. They are related by the cosine law

a2 + b2 − 2 a b cos Θ = R+

where Θ is an angle between sides of lengths a and b. Comparing this relation to definition
(3.27) of R+ shows that angle Θ is in fact equal to θ+. Similar considerations apply to retarded
position. By the symmetry of configuration, it is evident that retarded and advanced distances
are the same. This is not true, of course, when these functions are evaluated at points different
from the position of B-particle.

An important test of validity of any relativistic solution is whether this solution has correct
Newtonian limit. In order to answer this question we have to expand the solution into the
series in variable ω determining velocities of A- and B- particle. However, when we say that
the Newtonian limit corresponds to small velocities, it does not mean that the value of velocity
is small, but rather that it is small compared to the speed of light c. Hence, we must expand
the solution in dimensionless parameter

α =
ω a

c

where ωa is the speed of A-particle. Radius b must be then expressed in multiples of a.
Moreover, it is convenient to rescale all coordinates,

t̃ =
c t

a
, r̃ =

r

a
, φ̂ = φ̂, z̃ =

z

a
. (3.28)

and introduce dimensionless mass parameter

m̃ =
mG

a c2
. (3.29)

The Jacobi matrix of this coordinate transformation is diagonal matrix

Jµ3α = diag(a, a, 1, a).
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Similarly we define dimensionless analogons of R± and ρ± by

R̃± =
1

a
R± =

√
1 + r̃2 + z̃2 − 2 r̃ cos θ±,

ρ̃± =
1

a
ρ± = R̃± ∓ α r̃ sin θ±.

(3.30)

Recall that actual metric tensor is a sum of the flat metric and perturbation subject to
linearized Einstein’s equations. Flat metric and its inverse in co-rotating coordinates read

ηµν =


1− ω2r2

c2 0 −ωr
2

c 0
0 −1 0 0

− ωr2

c 0 −r2 0
0 0 0 −1

 , ηµν =


1 0 −ωc 0
0 −1 0 0

− ω
c 0 − 1

r2 + ω2

c2 0
0 0 0 −1

 . (3.31)

Transforming this metric to dimensionless coordinates we find

ηµν =


a2
(
1− r̃2α2

)
0 −a2r̃2α 0

0 −a2 0 0
−a2r̃2α 0 −a2r̃2 0

0 0 0 −a2

 .

We can see that we can completely eliminate constant a by trivial conformal rescaling

ηµν 7→ a−2ηµν .

Then we must rescale also the perturbation h̄±µν :

h̄±µν 7→ a−2h̄±µν .

The last rescaling, fortunately, eliminates constant a even from the solution (3.26). Finally
we can write down helically symmetric solution in appropriate coordinates and appropriate
units. From now we work in these coordinates exclusively and hence omit the tildas decorating
dimensionless coordinates.

Helically symmetric solution in co-rotating frame II

(dimensionless units)

h̄±00 = − 4mγ

ρ±

(
1 − α2 r cos θ±

)2
h̄±01 = − 4mγ

ρ±

(
1 − α2 r cos θ±

)
α sin θ±

h̄±02 =
4mγ

ρ±

(
1 − α2 r cos θ±

)
α r cos θ±

h̄±11 = − 4mγ

ρ±
α2 sin2 θ±

h̄±12 =
4mγ

ρ±
α2 r sin θ± cos θ±

h̄±22 = − 4mγ

ρ±
α2 r2 cos2 θ±

where (3.32)

θ± = ±αR± + φ0 − φ̂

R± =
√

1 + r2 + z2 − 2 r cos θ±

ρ± = R± ∓ α r sin θ±
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For completness, components of rescaled flat metric in dimensionless coordinates are

ηµν =


1− r2α2 0 −r2α 0

0 −1 0 0
−r2α 0 −r2 0

0 0 0 −1

 , ηµν =


1 0 −α 0
0 −1 0 0
−α 0 α2 − 1

r2 0
0 0 0 −1

 .

(3.33)

3.4 Equilibrium condition

In the previous section we have found the solution of Einstein’s equations representing grav-
itational field produced by the particle orbiting along circular at constant angular velocity
(A-particle). In the units chosen, the radius of A-particle’s orbit is a = 1 and dimensionless
parameter α = ωa/c is used instead of angular velocity ω. As in the Newtonian case, we did
not discuss why the A-particle is moving an a prescribed way. Now we insert another parti-
cle (called B-particle) into the gravitational field of A-particle and ask whether B-particle can
move along circular trajectory of radius b (possibly different from radius a) at the same angular
velocity α. Once we show that such motion of B-particle is feasible, we return to question
whether A-particle can move in a prescribed way in the field of B-particle. Solving both equa-
tions of equilibrium one can deduce that equilibrium configuration exists and is consistent with
Einstein’s equations.

At this stage we therefore assume that the gravitational field of A-particle is given by (3.32).
Metric tensor of the spacetime is

g±µν = ηµν + h±µν (3.34)

where the flat metric components in co-rotating frame are given by (3.33) and perturbation h±µν
is related to trace-reversed metric tensor h̄±µν by

h±µν = h̄±µν −
1

2
ηµν h̄.

Components of h±µν are not listed explictly, for their particular form is not important.
B-particle is assumed to follow geodesics of the spacetime with metric g±µν although this

assumption is beyond the linearized framework, see discussion in the section 3.1. In order to
write down the components of geodesic equation (3.14) we have to calculate the Christoffel
symbols ±Γµαβ derived from metric g±µν via relation (3.6). Notice that now we are working in
curvilinear coordinates and expression for the Christoffel symbols cannot be simplified to (3.7).
However, relation (3.6) contains terms quadratic in h±µν which must be neglected at the end of
calculation.

General expressions for the Christoffel symbols are not included in the paper [2] on which
this work is based but they are necessary for our numerical simulation. These expressions have
been obtained using Mathematica software for the purposes of this thesis but we do not list
their full form as well. Their combinations entering the geodesic equation, however, are present
in the source code listing 4.3.

Since this section is concerned merely with the condition of equlibrium essential for all
subsequent development, we present only relevant Christoffel symbols evaluated at the position
of B-particle. If the B-particle is to orbit at angular velocity α together with the source A-
particle, its initial position and initial four-velocity must be described by co-rotating coordinates

bµ(t) = (t, b, φ0 + π, 0), ḃµ(t) = (1, 0, 0, 0). (3.35)

Notice that initial conditions can be imposed at arbitrary time t because the gravitational field
is stationary in co-rotating frame. The question now is whether B-particle can stay at the initial
position in co-rotating frame for all later times. That means that co-rotating coordinates of
B-particle and its four-velocity must remain constant:

b̈µ(t) = 0 for all µ = 0, 1, 2, 3.

On the other hand, second derivatives of the position vector are determined by the geodesic
equation

b̈µ(s) = −±Γµαβ ḃ
α(s) ḃβ(s)
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where bµ is parametrized by the proper time. For initial conditions (3.35), however, only
components Γµ00 survive because the four-velocity has only zeroth component. The condition
of equilibrium then reduces to

±Γµ00
∣∣
B

= 0 for all µ = 0, 1, 2, 3. (3.36)

Subscript B indicates that the Christoffel symbols are evaluated on the worldline of B-particle.
At the position of B-particle functions ρ±, θ± and R± given by (3.32) reduce to

θ± = ±αR± − π, ρ± = R± − α b sin θ±,

R± =
√

1 + b2 − 2 b cos θ±.
(3.37)

Recall that, according to figure 3.2, retarded and advanced distances R± are equal to each
other. We can therefore denote

R = R+ = R−.

It follows immediately that θ± = ±αR − π and thus

sin θ− = − sin θ+, cos θ− = cos θ+.

Hence we denote θ = θ+ from which we have

sin θ± = ± sin θ, cos θ± = cos θ.

Similarly we introduce quantity

ρ = ρ+ = ρ− = R ∓ α b sin θ.

With this notation, the Christoffel symbols evaluated at the position of B-particle read

±Γ0
00 = ±αbγ

4ρ3
m
(
−4α2 sin θ + α6b3 sin 4θ + 2α4b3 sin 2θ + 6α5b2ρ cos 3θ

−2α4b2 sin θ − 6α4b2 sin 3θ − 4α2b2 sin θ − 2αρ
(
α4b2 − 2α2

(
b2 + 1

)
− 2
)

cos θ

−8α4bρ2 sin 2θ + 2α4b sin 2θ − 16α3bρ cos 2θ + 10α2b sin 2θ − 4 sin θ
)
,

(3.38)

±Γ1
00 = −α2b +

γm

4ρ3
(
−4α3ρ sin θ − 4αρ sin θ − 2α6b4 cos 3θ + α6b3 cos 4θ + α6b3

+8α5b3ρ sin 2θ + 10α4b3 + 4α2b3 − 2α5b2ρ sin θ − 6α5b2ρ sin 3θ

−6α4b2 cos 3θ − 20α3b2ρ sin θ + 2α2b cos 2θ
(
α4b2 + α2

(
7b2 − 8ρ2 + 1

)
+ 5
)

−2 cos θ
(
α6b4 + α4b2

(
2b2 + 9

)
+ 2α2

(
6b2 − 4ρ2 + 1

)
+ 2
)

+ 2α4b

+16α3bρ sin 2θ + 14α2b+ 4b
)
,

(3.39)

±Γ2
00 = ∓ γm

4bρ3
(
−16α2ρ2 sin θ + 4α2 sin θ + α8b5 sin 4θ + 2α6b5 sin 2θ

+6α7b4ρ cos 3θ − 2α6b4 sin θ − 6α6b4 sin 3θ − 4α4b4 sin θ

−8α6b3ρ2 sin 2θ + 2α6b3 sin 2θ − α6b3 sin 4θ + 8α4b3 sin 2θ

−6α5b2ρ cos 3θ − 2α4b2 sin θ + 6α4b2 sin 3θ − 16α3bρ
(
α2b2 − 1

)
cos 2θ

−2αρ
(
2α2 + α6b4 − α4b2

(
2b2 + 3

)
+ 2
)

cos θ + 16α4bρ2 sin 2θ

−2α4b sin 2θ − 10α2b sin 2θ + 4 sin θ
)
,

(3.40)

±Γ3
00 = 0. (3.41)

These expressions have been found using Mathematica software.
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Can the condition of equlibrium, equation (3.36), be satisfied? In [2] it is shown numerically
that while the symbol ±Γ1

00 can be made to vanish but remaining symbols ±Γ0
00 and ±Γ2

00 can be
not. This is physically reasonable result: orbiting B-particle must emit gravitational waves and
loose the energy. The structure of the Christoffel symbols, however, indicate how to achieve the
equilibrium. We can see that symbols ±Γ0

00 and ±Γ2
00 change the sign when switching between

retarded and advanced solutions. Thus, if we choose the metric tensor to be

gµν = ηµν +
1

2

(
h+µν + h−µν

)
(3.42)

rather than (3.34), these Christoffel symbols will vanish,

Γ0
00 =

1

2

(
+Γ0

00 + −Γ0
00

)
= 0,

Γ2
00 =

1

2

(
+Γ2

00 + −Γ2
00

)
= 0,

while the other symbols remain unchanged

Γ1
00 =

1

2

(
+Γ1

00 + −Γ1
00

)
= ±Γ1

00,

Γ3
00 =

1

2

(
+Γ3

00 + −Γ3
00

)
= 0.

Then the only condition of equilibrium which must be satisfied is

Γ1
00

∣∣
B

= 0.

In paper [2], this condition has been solved numerically using Mathematica. In this thesis we
repeated corresponding calculations in C++ in more general context. Discussion of the solution
is relegated to the next chapter.
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4. Implementation

In this chapter we finally implement numerical solutions of the geodesic equation and the
equation of equilibrium. We have seen in the previous chapter, equations (3.32), that the
solution of Einstein’s equations contains functions θ± and ρ± which are given implicitly by the
set of transcendent equations. Our first task is therefore to develop an algorithm for determining
values of these functions at arbitrary spacetime point. Next we implement a routine for solving
the equation of equlibrium and finally present the code for solving the geodesic equations.
Routines developed in this chapter will be used in the next one to obtain new physical results.

4.1 Functions θ±, R± and ρ±

Our first task is to solve transcendent equation

θ± = ±α
√

1 + r2 + z2 − 2r cos θ± − φ̂. (4.1)

Physically, angle θ± represents advanced/retarded deficit angle. It is an angle swept by the
radius of A-particle while the signals propagate from A-particle to B-particle.

To solve equation (4.1) we use standard method of secants. Let us define function

f±(r, φ̂, z, α, θ) = θ± ∓
√

1 + r2 + z2 − 2r cos θ± + φ̂. (4.2)

Obviously, the roots of function f for given r, φ̂, z and α are the solutions of (4.1). Since the
cosine always acquires values from 〈−1, 1〉, it is clear from (4.1) that the solution θ± lies in the
interval

±α
√

1 + r2 + z2 − 2r − φ̂ ≤ θ± ≤ ±α
√

1 + r2 + z2 + 2r − φ̂. (4.3)

Thus, we can define temporary interval (x01, x
0
2) by

x01 = ±α
√

1 + r2 + z2 − 2r − φ̂,

x02 = ±α
√

1 + r2 + z2 + 2r − φ̂.
(4.4)

Moreover we define

y01 = f±(r, φ̂, z, α, x01), y02 = f±(r, φ̂, z, α, x02). (4.5)

Now we construct a line connecting points (x01, y
0
1) and (x02, y

0
2), see figure 4.1. This line inter-

sects horizontal axis at the point

x0 = x01 − y01
x02 − x01
y02 − y01

.

This is a first approximation to desired solution as it should be evident from figure 4.1. The
value of f at that point will be denoted

y0 = f±(r, φ̂, z, α, x0).

Now there are three possibilities. It can happen that y0 is sufficiently close to zero and we can
say that x0 is the solution to desired accuracy. If it is not, we can constrinct the interval where
the true solution lies:

• if y0 y01 < 0, the solution lies in the interval (x01, x
0);

• if y0 y2 < 0, the solution lies in the interval (x0, x02).
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y

(x01, y
0
1)

(x02, y
0
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x0 = x11

(x11, y
1
1)

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the method of secants.

In figure 4.1, the second condition holds. We proceed iteratively and define

x11 = x0, x12 = x02, y11 = f±(r, φ̂, z, α, x11), y12 = y02 .

The line connecting points (x11, y
y
1 ) and (x12, y

1
2) intersects the x−axis at point (x1, 0) and the

value x1 is the next approximation to unknown root of function f , see figure 4.1.
To summarize, the initial interval (x01, x

0
2) is defined by (4.4). Values y01 and y02 of function

f are defined by (4.5). In every step of the algorithm, using the values xi1, x
i
2, y

i
1 and yi2 we

construct an approximation of the root by

xi = xi1 − yi1
xi2 − xi1
y02 − y01

(4.6)

and evaluate the function f at this point:

yi = f±(r, φ̂, z, α, xi).

If the value is smaller then prescribed error ε, the algorithm stops and the approximated value
of θ is

θ± = xi.

Otherwise, the more narrow interval (xi+1
1 , xi+1

2 ) containing the root is constructed by the rule xi+1
1 = xi1, xi+1

2 = xi if yi1 y
i < 0,

xi+1
1 = xi, xi+1

2 = xi2 if yi2 y
i < 0.

(4.7)

This method is implemented in the source code listing 4.1.
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Listing 4.1: Implementation of the method of secants

1 #include <math.h>

2 #include <iostream>

3 using namespace std;

4

5 double abs (double x)

6 {

7 return (x<0)?(-x):x;

8 }

9

10 /* definition of function theta

11 r, phi, z corotating coordinates

12 alpha angular velocity from (0, 1)

13 theta test value of theta

14 sgn sign corresponding to character of the solution, retarded / advance

15 */

16 double f( double r, double phi, double z,

17 double alpha, double theta, int sgn)

18 {

19 return
20 theta - sgn*alpha*sqrt( 1+r*r+z*z-2*r*cos(theta) ) + phi;

21 }

22

23 /* solves equation for theta */

24 double solve(double r, double phi, double z,

25 double alpha, int sgn)

26 {

27 /* estimation of the solution corresponding to theta = 0, pi */

28 double x1 = sgn*alpha*sqrt(1 + r*r + z*z - 2*r) - phi;

29 double x2 = sgn*alpha*sqrt(1 + r*r + z*z + 2*r) - phi;

30 /* values of f at x1, x2 */

31 double y1 = f(r, phi, z, alpha, x1, sgn);

32 double y2 = f(r, phi, z, alpha, x2, sgn);

33

34 int steps = 0;

35 /* approximating the solution */

36 /* solution lies in (x1, x2)

37 algorithm continues while |x1-x2| < epsilon */

38 double x, y;

39 y = y1;

40 while ((abs(y) > 1E-10)&&(steps <= 100))

41 {

42 steps++;

43 double k = (y2 - y1) / (x2 - x1);

44 x = x1 - y1/k; // secant

45 //x = (x1+x2)/2; //average

46 y = f(r, phi, z, alpha, x, sgn);

47 if (y1*y < 0) /* solution lies in (x1, x)*/

48 {

49 x2 = x; y2 = y;

50 } else //solution lies in (x, x2)

51 {

52 x1 = x; y1 = y;

53 }

54 }

55 if (steps >= 100)

56 {

57 cout << "Method failed to converge: ";

58 cout << "precision achieved = " << y << endl;

59 }

60 return x;

61 }

62
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63

64 // returns the triple (theta, R, rho)

65 double * rhothetaR(double r, double phi, double z, double alpha, int sgn)

66 {

67 double *result = new double[3];
68 result[0] = solve(r, phi, z, alpha, sgn); // theta

69 result[1] = sqrt( 1 + r*r + z*z - 2*r*cos(result[0])); // R;

70 result[2] = result[1] - sgn * alpha * r * sin(result[0]); //rho

71 return result;

72 }

73

74 double power (double x, int n)

75 {

76 double y = 1;

77 for(int i = 1; i <= abs(n); i++)

78 y *= x;

79 return (n>0)?y:1/y;

80 }

4.2 Half-binary-system code

Now we are able to compute values of functions θ±, R± and ρ± at arbitrary spacetime point.
Consequently, we can compute values of the Christoffel symbols and thus solve the equations
of motion numerically. We call this solution “half-binary-system” to emphasize that we still do
not solve equations of motions of both particles: we assume that the motion of A-particle is
circular at angular velocity α and investigate the motion of B-particle in the gravitational field
of A-particle. Corresponding code is presneted in the listing 4.3 below.

Listing 4.2: ”connection.h” header file

1 #ifndef CONNECTION_H_INCLUDED

2 #define CONNECTION_H_INCLUDED

3

4 double * rhothetaR(double r, double phi, double z, double alpha, int sgn);

5 double norm(double *x, double *params);

6 double normalize(double *x, double *params);

7 void einstein(double *f, double *params, double * x);

8 void einstein_retadv(double *f, double *params, double * x);

9 double equilib_mass1 (double *params, double *x, double b);

10

11 #endif // CONNECTION_H_INCLUDED

Listing 4.3: ”connection.cpp” library

1 #include <math.h>

2 #include <iostream>

3 using namespace std;

4

5 double abs (double x)

6 {

7 return (x<0)?(-x):x;

8 }

9

10

11

12 /* definition of function theta

13

14 r, phi, z corotating coordinates

15 alpha angular velocity from (0, 1)

16 theta test value of theta

17 sgn sign corresponding to characetr of the solution, retarded / advance
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18

19 */

20 double f( double r, double phi, double z, double alpha, double theta, int sgn)

21 {

22 return theta - sgn*alpha* sqrt( 1+r*r+z*z-2*r*cos(theta) ) + phi;

23 }

24

25

26 /* solves equation for theta */

27 double solve(double r, double phi, double z, double alpha, int sgn)

28 {

29 /* estimation of the solution corresponding to theta = 0, pi */

30 double x1 = sgn*alpha*sqrt(1 + r*r + z*z - 2*r) - phi;

31 double x2 = sgn*alpha*sqrt(1 + r*r + z*z + 2*r) - phi;

32 /* values of f at x1, x2 */

33 double y1 = f(r, phi, z, alpha, x1, sgn);

34 double y2 = f(r, phi, z, alpha, x2, sgn);

35

36 int steps = 0;

37 /* y1 * y2 < 0 ? */

38 if (y1*y2 > 0)

39 {

40 cout << "Relation y1*y2 <= 0 is not satisfied" << endl;

41 cout << "input values:" << endl;

42 cout << " r = " << r << ", phi = " << phi << ", z = "<< z << ",

43 alpha = " << alpha << ", sgn = " << sgn << endl;

44 cout << "estimated values:" << endl;

45 cout << " x1 = " << x1 << ", x2 = " << x2 << endl;

46 cout << " y1 = " << y1 << ", y2 = " << y2 << endl;

47 cin.ignore(1);

48 return 0; /* angle theta should never be zero */

49 }

50 /* approximating the solution */

51 /* solution lies in (x1, x2)

52 algorithm continues while |x1-x2| < epsilon */

53 double x, y;

54 y = y1;

55 while ((abs(y) > 1E-10)&&(steps <= 100))

56 {

57 steps++;

58 double k = (y2 - y1) / (x2 - x1);

59 x = x1 - y1/k; // secant

60 //x = (x1+x2)/2; //average

61 y = f(r, phi, z, alpha, x, sgn);

62 if (y1*y < 0) /* solution lies in (x1, x)*/

63 {

64 x2 = x;

65 y2 = y;

66 } else //solution lies in (x, x2)

67 {

68 x1 = x;

69 y1 = y;

70 }

71 }

72 if (steps >= 100)

73 {

74 cout << "Method failed to converge: ";

75 cout << "precision achieved = " << y << endl;

76 }

77 //cout << "steps = " << steps << endl;

78 //cout << "accuracy reached: y = " << y << endl;;

79 return x;

80 }
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81

82

83 // returns the triple (theta, R, rho)

84 double * rhothetaR(double r, double phi, double z, double alpha, int sgn)

85 {

86 double *result = new double[3];
87 result[0] = solve(r, phi, z, alpha, sgn); // theta

88 result[1] = sqrt( 1 + r*r + z*z - 2*r*cos(result[0])); // R;

89 result[2] = result[1] - sgn * alpha * r * sin(result[0]); //rho

90 return result;

91 }

92

93 double power (double x, int n)

94 {

95 double y = 1;

96 for(int i = 1; i <= abs(n); i++)

97 y *= x;

98 return (n>0)?y:1/y;

99 }

100

101 double norm(double *x, double *params) {

102 double alpha = params[1];

103 return
104 x[4]*x[4] - x[5]*x[5] - x[1]*x[1]*x[6]*x[6] - x[7]*x[7]

105 - 2 * x[1] * x[1] * x[4] * x[6] * alpha

106 - x[1] * x[1] * x[4] * x[4] * alpha * alpha;

107 }

108

109 void normalize(double *x, double *params) {

110 double n = norm(x, params);

111 for (int i=0; i < 4; i++)

112 x[i+4] = x[i+4] / sqrt(n);

113 }

114

115

116 // params = {m, alpha, sign}

117 void einstein(double *f, double *params, double * x) {

118 double *rtR = rhothetaR(x[1], x[2], x[3], params[1], params[2]);

119 double COS = cos(rtR[0]);

120 double SIN = sin(rtR[0]);

121 double rho = rtR[2];

122 double m = params[0];

123 double alpha = params[1];

124 double gamma = 1/sqrt(1-params[1]*params[1]);

125 double r = x[1];

126 double z = x[3];

127 double u0 = x[4]; double u1 = x[5]; double u2 = x[6]; double u3 = x[7];

128 int sign = params[2];

129

130 //derivatives of coordinates

131 f[0] = x[4]; f[1] = x[5]; f[2] = x[6]; f[3] = x[7];

132

133 //second derivatives of coordinates

134 // d^2 t / ds^2

135 f[4]=gamma*m*power(rho,-3)*(2*x[4]*(COS*x[5]-r*x[5]+r*SIN*x[6]-x[7]*z)+

136 COS*x[4]*power(alpha,6)*power(r,3)*(2*SIN*(2*COS*SIN*x[5]+r*x[6]-2*r*x[6]*

137 power(COS,2))+rho*sign*x[4]*(1-2*power(COS,2)+4*power(SIN,2)))+

138 COS*SIN*power(alpha,7)*(1-2*power(COS,2))*power(r,4)*power(x[4],2)+

139 alpha*(2*SIN*x[5]*(rho*sign*x[4]+2*COS*x[5]-2*x[7]*z)+4*COS*x[6]*(x[5]

140 -SIN*x[6])*power(r,2)+SIN*power(r,3)*power(x[6],2)+r*(-2*COS*x[6]*(rho*sign

141 *x[4]+2*COS*x[5]-2*x[7]*z)+4*x[5]*x[6]*power(SIN,2)+SIN*(power(x[4],2)-

142 3*power(x[5],2)+power(x[7],2))))+power(alpha,5)*power(r,2)*(-2*r*x[6]*

143 (2*rho*sign*x[4]+r*SIN*x[6])*power(COS,3)-SIN*x[4]*(r*x[4]+4*rho*sign*x[5]
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144 *power(SIN,2))+2*SIN*power(COS,2)*(4*rho*sign*x[4]*x[5]+2*r*SIN*x[5]*x[6]+

145 3*r*power(x[4],2))+COS*(2*r*rho*sign*x[4]*x[6]+8*r*rho*sign*x[4]*x[6]*

146 power(SIN,2)-2*power(SIN,3)*power(x[5],2)+SIN*(-((1+power(r,2)-

147 4*power(rho,2))*power(x[4],2))+power(x[5],2)+power(r,2)*power(x[6],2)+

148 power(x[7],2))))-power(alpha,3)*(2*rho*SIN*x[5]*(-(sign*x[4])+2*COS*rho*x[5])

149 +COS*SIN*power(r,4)*power(x[6],2)+power(r,3)*(2*COS*(rho*sign*x[4]+

150 2*COS*x[5])*x[6]+SIN*(-power(x[4],2)+power(x[6],2)-6*power(COS,2)*

151 power(x[6],2)))+r*(2*COS*rho*(sign*x[4]-2*COS*rho*x[5])*x[6]+4*x[5]*x[6]*

152 power(rho,2)*power(SIN,2)-2*power(SIN,3)*power(x[5],2)+SIN*(-4*COS*x[5]*x[7]*z

153 +4*rho*sign*x[4]*(4*COS*x[5]-x[7]*z)-power(x[4],2)+power(x[5],2)+

154 4*power(COS,2)*power(x[5],2)+power(x[7],2)))+power(r,2)*(4*rho*sign*SIN*x[4]*

155 (-x[5]+2*SIN*x[6])+(-8*rho*sign*x[4]*x[6]+4*x[6]*x[7]*z)*power(COS,2)

156 -4*x[5]*x[6]*power(COS,3)+COS*SIN*(8*SIN*x[5]*x[6]+5*power(x[4],2)-

157 3*power(x[5],2)-4*power(rho,2)*power(x[6],2)+power(x[7],2))))+

158 r*power(alpha,4)*(-2*SIN*(x[4]*x[6]*power(r,2)+2*SIN*x[4]*x[5]*power(rho,2)

159 +2*r*rho*sign*SIN*(SIN*x[5]*x[6]+power(x[4],2)))+

160 power(COS,2)*(-4*x[4]*(x[5]-3*SIN*x[6])*power(r,2)+2*x[4]*x[5]*(-1+

161 2*power(rho,2))+4*r*(-(x[4]*x[7]*z)+rho*sign*(2*SIN*x[5]*x[6]+

162 power(x[4],2))))-2*r*power(COS,3)*(-2*x[4]*x[5]+r*rho*sign*power(x[6],2))

163 +COS*(8*r*SIN*x[4]*x[6]*power(rho,2)-2*x[4]*(-(x[7]*z)+SIN*x[6]*power(r,3)

164 +r*(-x[5]+SIN*x[6]+4*x[5]*power(SIN,2)))+rho*sign*(-((1+power(r,2))*

165 power(x[4],2))+power(x[5],2)-6*power(SIN,2)*power(x[5],2)+power(r,2)*

166 power(x[6],2)+4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(x[6],2)+power(x[7],2))))+

167 power(alpha,2)*(2*(-(x[4]*x[7]*z)+2*rho*sign*SIN*x[6]*(x[5]-SIN*x[6])*power(r,2)

168 +SIN*x[4]*x[6]*power(r,3)+r*(-(x[4]*x[5])+SIN*x[4]*x[6]+2*rho*sign*SIN

169 *x[6]*x[7]*z+2*x[4]*x[5]*power(SIN,2))+2*rho*sign*power(SIN,2)*power(x[5],2))+

170 power(COS,2)*(-6*r*x[4]*x[5]-4*rho*sign*power(x[5],2)+4*rho*sign*power(r,2)*

171 power(x[6],2))-COS*(-2*x[5]*(x[4]+2*rho*sign*x[7]*z)+x[4]*(-6*x[5]

172 +10*SIN*x[6])*power(r,2)+rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(x[6],2)+

173 r*(-6*x[4]*x[7]*z+rho*sign*(16*SIN*x[5]*x[6]+power(x[4],2)-

174 3*power(x[5],2)+power(x[7],2))))));

175

176 //d^2r/dt^2

177 f[5]=power(rho,-3)*(2*gamma*m*(alpha*u0+u2)*power(alpha,2)*power(COS,3)*

178 power(r,2)*(3*alpha*u0+u2+u2*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)+u0*power(alpha,3)

179 *power(r,2))-

180 2*gamma*m*power(alpha,4)*power(COS,4)*power(r,3)*power(alpha*u0+u2,2)+

181 r*power(rho,3)*power(alpha*u0+u2,2)-COS*gamma*m*(4*r*SIN*u2*u3*z*power(alpha,2)

182 +2*alpha*u0*(2*alpha*rho*sign*u3*z-3*u2*power(r,2)+4*rho*sign*SIN*u2*

183 power(alpha,3)

184 *power(r,3)+u2*power(alpha,4)*power(r,4)+power(alpha,2)*(4*SIN*u1*power(rho,2)

185 +r*(r*u2+4*SIN*u3*z-u2*power(r,3)-4*r*u2*power(SIN,2))))-

186 2*alpha*u1*(-4*rho*sign*SIN*u3*z*power(alpha,2)+alpha*SIN*u2*power(r,2)*

187 (1+power(alpha,2)*(-1+2*power(SIN,2)))+r*(alpha*u3*z*(-1+power(alpha,2)*

188 (1-2*power(SIN,2)))+rho*sign*u2*(1+power(alpha,2)*(-1+6*power(SIN,2)))))+

189 (-1+8*r*rho*sign*SIN*power(alpha,3)+4*rho*sign*SIN*power(alpha,5)*power(r,3)

190 -power(alpha,4)*power(r,4)+power(alpha,6)*power(r,4)+

191 power(alpha,2)*(-1-6*power(r,2)+4*power(rho,2)))*power(u0,2)+

192 (1+4*r*rho*sign*SIN*power(alpha,3)+power(alpha,4)*power(r,2)*(-1+

193 2*power(SIN,2))

194 +power(alpha,2)*(-1+power(r,2)+2*power(SIN,2)))*power(u1,2)-power(r,2)*

195 power(u2,2)+power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)+4*rho*sign*SIN*

196 power(alpha,3)*power(r,3)*power(u2,2)-

197 power(alpha,2)*power(r,4)*power(u2,2)+power(alpha,4)*power(r,4)*power(u2,2)-

198 4*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2)-

199 power(u3,2)+power(alpha,2)*power(u3,2)-power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)*power(u3,2)

200 +power(alpha,4)*power(r,2)*power(u3,2))+alpha*gamma*m*power(COS,2)*

201 (-4*r*u0*u2+2*u0*power(alpha,4)*power(r,2)*(3*rho*sign*SIN*u0+2*SIN*u3*z+

202 r*(u2-2*u2*power(SIN,2)))+

203 power(alpha,5)*power(r,3)*power(u0,2)+2*power(alpha,2)*

204 (-5*u0*u2*power(r,3)+2*r*u0*u2*power(rho,2)+rho*sign*(2*r*u2*u3*z+

205 2*SIN*power(u1,2)

206 -SIN*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)))-alpha*r*(5*power(u0,2)-power(u1,2)+
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207 3*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)

208 +power(u3,2))+r*power(alpha,3)*(4*r*SIN*u2*u3*z+4*rho*sign*u0*(r*SIN*u2+u3*z)+

209 (-1-7*power(r,2)+4*power(rho,2))*power(u0,2)+(-1+2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2)

210 +power(r,2)*power(u2,2)-4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2)+power(u3,2)))+

211 gamma*m*(2*u1*u3*z+2*u1*u3*z*power(alpha,2)*(-1+2*power(SIN,2))-

212 r*(4*alpha*u0*(u2+rho*sign*u3*z*power(alpha,3)+u2*power(alpha,2)*power(rho,2))

213 *power(SIN,2)+

214 u3*(u3-u3*power(alpha,2)+4*rho*sign*u2*z*power(alpha,3)*power(SIN,2))

215 +2*SIN*u1*u2*

216 (1+power(alpha,2)*(-1+2*power(SIN,2)))+(1+power(alpha,2)+

217 4*power(alpha,4)*power(rho,2)*power(SIN,2))*power(u0,2)+(-1+power(alpha,2)*

218 (1-2*power(SIN,2)))*power(u1,2))+

219 alpha*rho*sign*SIN*power(r,2)*(6*alpha*u0*u2+2*u0*u2*power(alpha,3)*

220 (-1+2*power(SIN,2))

221 -power(alpha,4)*power(u0,2)+power(u2,2)+

222 power(alpha,2)*(5*power(u0,2)+(-1+4*power(SIN,2))*power(u2,2)))+

223 (-1+power(alpha,2))*power(r,3)*power(alpha*u0+u2,2)+

224 rho*sign*SIN*power(alpha,3)*(power(u0,2)+(1-2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2)

225 -power(u3,2))+

226 alpha*SIN*(4*u0*u3*z+rho*sign*(power(u0,2)-power(u1,2)+power(u3,2)))));

227

228

229 // d^2 phi / dt^2

230 f[6] =

231 power(r,-1)*power(rho,-3)*(-2*u1*u2*power(rho,3)+COS*gamma*m*u0*power(alpha,7)*

232 power(r,4)*(-2*SIN*(2*COS*SIN*u1+r*u2-2*r*u2*power(COS,2))+rho*sign*u0*(-1+2*

233 power(COS,2)-4*power(SIN,2)))+COS*gamma*m*SIN*power(alpha,8)*(-1+2*power(COS,2))*

234 power(r,5)*power(u0,2)+gamma*m*power(alpha,6)*power(r,3)*(SIN*u0*(r*u0+4*rho*sign*

235 u1*power(SIN,2))-2*SIN*power(COS,2)*(4*rho*sign*u0*u1+2*r*SIN*u1*u2+3*r*power(u0,2))+

236 power(COS,3)*(4*r*rho*sign*u0*u2-2*SIN*power(u0,2)+2*SIN*power(r,2)*power(u2,2))+

237 COS*(-2*r*rho*sign*u0*u2-8*r*rho*sign*u0*u2*power(SIN,2)+2*power(SIN,3)*power(u1,2)+

238 SIN*((2+power(r,2)-4*power(rho,2))*power(u0,2)-power(u1,2)-power(r,2)*power(u2,2)-

239 power(u3,2))))+gamma*m*power(alpha,5)*power(r,2)*(4*u0*u1*power(COS,4)+

240 2*SIN*(u0*u2*power(r,2)+2*SIN*u0*u1*power(rho,2)+2*r*rho*sign*SIN*(SIN*u1*u2+

241 power(u0,2)))+4*power(COS,2)*(u0*(u1-3*SIN*u2)*power(r,2)+u0*u1*(-power(rho,2)+

242 power(SIN,2))+r*(u0*u3*z-rho*sign*(2*SIN*u1*u2+power(u0,2))))-2*power(COS,3)*

243 (2*u0*(2*r*u1+u3*z)+rho*sign*(power(u0,2)-power(r,2)*power(u2,2)))+

244 COS*(2*r*SIN*u0*(4*SIN*u1+u2+u2*power(r,2))-8*r*SIN*u0*u2*power(rho,2)+

245 rho*sign*((2+power(r,2)+4*power(SIN,2))*power(u0,2)+(-1+6*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2)

246 -power(r,2)*power(u2,2)-4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2)-power(u3,2))))+

247 gamma*m*(2*r*u2*(-(COS*u1)+r*u1+u3*z)+SIN*(power(u0,2)+power(u1,2)-power(r,2)*

248 power(u2,2)+power(u3,2)))+gamma*m*power(alpha,2)*(-2*r*u2*(r*u1+u3*z-(5*r*u1+2*u3*z)*

249 power(COS,2)+2*u1*power(COS,3)+COS*(-(r*rho*sign*u0)-u1+3*r*u3*z+3*u1*power(r,2)))

250 -4*u1*u2*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)+2*power(SIN,3)*

251 power(u1,2)-SIN*(4*(COS-r)*u1*u3*z+4*rho*sign*u0*(2*r*u1+u3*z)+(-1+5*COS*r+4*

252 power(rho,2))*power(u0,2)+(1+9*COS*r-4*power(COS,2)-3*power(r,2))*power(u1,2)

253 -power(r,2)*power(u2,2)+2*power(COS,2)*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)-

254 5*COS*power(r,3)*power(u2,2)+power(r,4)*power(u2,2)+power(u3,2)+COS*r*power(u3,2)+

255 power(r,2)*power(u3,2)))+alpha*(4*gamma*m*u0*u1*power(COS,2)-2*(u0*u1*power(rho,3)+

256 gamma*m*(r*(rho*sign*SIN*u1*u2-2*u0*u3*z)+u0*(-2*u1+SIN*u2)*power(r,2)-2*u0*u1*

257 power(SIN,2)))-COS*gamma*m*(4*u0*(2*r*u1+u3*z)+rho*sign*(power(u0,2)+power(u1,2)-

258 power(r,2)*power(u2,2)+power(u3,2))))+gamma*m*r*power(alpha,4)*(4*r*u1*u2*

259 power(COS,4)+power(COS,2)*(4*SIN*u1*(-(rho*sign*u0)+u3*z)+

260 (-8*rho*sign*u0*u2+4*u2*u3*z)*power(r,2)+2*u2*(2*u1-3*SIN*u2)*power(r,3)+

261 r*(-2*u1*u2*(1+2*power(rho,2))+SIN*(6*power(u0,2)+8*power(u1,2))))-

262 2*power(COS,3)*(2*r*u2*(2*r*u1+u3*z)+SIN*(2*power(u1,2)-power(r,2)*power(u2,2)))+

263 SIN*(-4*rho*sign*u0*(u1-2*SIN*u2)*power(r,2)-4*rho*sign*u0*u1*power(SIN,2)+

264 power(r,3)*(-power(u0,2)+power(u2,2))+r*(-4*rho*sign*u0*u3*z+4*SIN*u1*u2*power(rho,2)

265 -2*power(u0,2)+power(u1,2)-2*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2)+power(u3,2)))+

266 COS*(2*r*u2*(r*u1+u3*z+rho*sign*u0*(1+power(r,2)))+8*u1*u2*power(r,2)*

267 power(SIN,2)-2*power(SIN,3)*power(u1,2)+SIN*(-4*r*u1*u3*z+8*rho*sign*u0*

268 (3*r*u1+u3*z)+(-1+4*power(r,2)+8*power(rho,2))*power(u0,2)+

269 (1-3*power(r,2)+4*power(rho,2))*power(u1,2)-power(r,2)*power(u2,2)
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270 +power(r,4)*power(u2,2)-4*power(r,2)*power(rho,2)*power(u2,2)+

271 power(u3,2)+power(r,2)*power(u3,2))))+gamma*m*power(alpha,3)*

272 (-2*SIN*(2*rho*SIN*u1*(rho*u0+sign*u3*z)+(2*SIN*u0*u1+u2*(u0+2*rho*sign*u3*z))*

273 power(r,2)+2*rho*sign*u2*(u1-SIN*u2)*power(r,3)+

274 u0*u2*power(r,4)+r*rho*sign*(-(u1*u2)+2*SIN*(power(u0,2)+2*power(u1,2))))+

275 2*power(COS,3)*(-4*r*u0*u1-2*rho*sign*power(u1,2)+rho*sign*power(r,2)*power(u2,2))+

276 4*power(COS,2)*(rho*u1*(rho*u0+sign*u3*z)+4*u0*u1*power(r,2)+r*(2*u0*u3*z+

277 rho*sign*(-3*SIN*u1*u2+power(u0,2)+2*power(u1,2)))-

278 rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(u2,2))+COS*(8*r*SIN*u0*u2*power(rho,2)-2*r*u0*

279 (4*r*u3*z+(4*u1-5*SIN*u2)*power(r,2)+4*u1*power(SIN,2))+

280 rho*sign*(8*r*SIN*u2*u3*z+4*r*u1*(6*r*SIN*u2-u3*z)-power(u0,2)+

281 (1-3*power(r,2)+2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2)-

282 power(r,2)*power(u2,2)+power(r,4)*power(u2,2)-4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*

283 power(u2,2)+power(u3,2)+power(r,2)*power(u3,2)))));

284

285 // d^2 z / dt^2

286 f[7]=

287 gamma*m*power(rho,-3)*(-2*alpha*rho*sign*SIN*u1*u3-4*alpha*SIN*u0*u1*z+

288 2*rho*sign*SIN*u1*u3*power(alpha,3)z*power(u0,2)-

289 z*power(alpha,2)*power(u0,2)+2*r*(u1*(u3-u3*power(alpha,2)+2*rho*sign*

290 (alpha*u0+u2)*z*power(alpha,3)*power(SIN,2))+

291 SIN*(u2*(u3*(-1+power(alpha,2))+2*rho*sign*u0*z*power(alpha,2))+2*rho*

292 sign*z*power(alpha,3)*power(u0,2)))-z*power(u1,2)+

293 z*power(alpha,2)*power(u1,2)-2*z*power(alpha,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2)-

294 2*r*power(alpha,2)*power(COS,2)*(u1*(2*alpha*(rho*sign+alpha*r*SIN)*

295 (alpha*u0+u2)*z+u3*(-1+power(alpha,2)))+

296 r*z*(4*alpha*u0*u2+3*power(alpha,2)*power(u0,2)+power(u2,2)))+z*

297 (-1+power(alpha,2))*power(r,2)*power(alpha*u0+u2,2)+

298 2*z*power(alpha,4)*power(COS,3)*power(r,3)*power(alpha*u0+u2,2)+

299 z*power(u3,2)-z*power(alpha,2)*power(u3,2)+

300 COS*(2*u1*(2*(rho*sign*u0+r*SIN*(2*alpha*u0+u2))*z*power(alpha,2)+

301 u3*(-1+power(alpha,2))*(1+power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)))+

302 z*power(alpha,2)*(4*alpha*rho*sign*SIN+r*(1+power(alpha,2)*

303 (-1+2*power(SIN,2))))*power(u1,2)+

304 alpha*r*(4*u0*u2*z+2*u0*u2*z*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)-2*u0*u2*z*

305 power(alpha,4)*power(r,2)-z*power(alpha,5)*power(r,2)*power(u0,2)-

306 2*rho*sign*(u2*(u3*(-1+power(alpha,2))+4*r*SIN*u0*z*power(alpha,3))

307 +2*r*SIN*z*power(alpha,4)*power(u0,2)+

308 2*r*SIN*z*power(alpha,2)*power(u2,2))+alpha*(2*r*SIN*u2*u3+5*z*power(u0,2)

309 +z*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)-z*power(u3,2))+power(alpha,3)*(-2*r*SIN*u2*u3+

310 z*power(r,2)*(power(u0,2)-power(u2,2))+z*(power(u0,2)+power(u3,2))))));

311

312 }

313

314

315 void einstein_retadv(double *f, double *params, double * x) {

316 double *f1 = new double[8];
317 double *f2 = new double[8];
318 double *_params = new double[3];
319 _params[0] = params[0]; _params[1] = params[1];

320 _params[2] = -1; // compute retarded solutions

321 einstein(f1, _params, x);

322 _params[2] = 1; //compute advances solutions

323 einstein(f2, _params, x);

324 // add both solutions

325 for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++)

326 f[i] = 0.5 * (f1[i]+f2[i]);

327 delete[] f1; delete[] f2;

328 delete[] _params;

329 }

330

331 double equilib_mass1 (double *params, double *x, double b)

332 {
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333 double *rtR = rhothetaR(x[1], x[2], x[3], params[1], params[2]);

334 double COS = cos(rtR[0]);

335 double SIN = sin(rtR[0]);

336 double rho = rtR[2];

337 double alpha = params[1];

338 double gamma = 1/sqrt(1-params[1]*params[1]);

339 return
340 -(b*power(alpha,2)*power(gamma,-1)*power(rho,3)*power(-b+COS+

341 alpha*rho*SIN-b*power(alpha,2)+COS*power(alpha,2)+rho*SIN*power(alpha,3)-

342 8*b*COS*rho*SIN*power(alpha,3)+6*COS*power(alpha,2)*power(b,2)+

343 5*rho*SIN*power(alpha,3)*power(b,2)-

344 rho*SIN*power(alpha,5)*power(b,2)-power(alpha,2)*power(b,3)+power(alpha,4)*

345 power(b,3)-4*COS*rho*SIN*power(alpha,5)*power(b,3)+

346 COS*power(alpha,4)*power(b,4)-COS*power(alpha,6)*power(b,4)-5*b*power(alpha,2)*

347 power(COS,2)-b*power(alpha,4)*power(COS,2)+

348 6*rho*SIN*power(alpha,5)*power(b,2)*power(COS,2)-7*power(alpha,4)*

349 power(b,3)*power(COS,2)+power(alpha,6)*power(b,3)*power(COS,2)+

350 6*power(alpha,4)*power(b,2)*power(COS,3)+2*power(alpha,6)*power(b,4)*power(COS,3)

351 -2*power(alpha,6)*power(b,3)*power(COS,4)-

352 4*COS*power(alpha,2)*power(rho,2)+4*b*power(alpha,4)*

353 power(COS,2)*power(rho,2)-4*b*power(alpha,4)*power(rho,2)*power(SIN,2),-1));

354 }

4.3 Condition of equlibrium

Let us return to question whether the equilibrium configuration can be achieved by an appropri-
ate choice of the parameters. Recal from section 3.4 that the equilibrium can be achieved only
when both retarded and advanced solutions are taken into account. Then only one condition
must be satisfied, namely

Γ1
00

∣∣
B

= 0

where the Christoffel symbol is given by (3.39). This condition can be solved with respect to
mass explicitly:

m = −α2bγρ3
[
α3ρ sin θ − 4α2ρ2 cos θ + α2 cos θ + αρ sin θ + 2α6b4 cos3 θ

−α6b4 cos θ + α4b4 cos θ − 2α6b3 cos4 θ + α6b3 cos2 θ − 4α5b3ρ sin θ cos θ

−7α4b3 cos2 θ + α4b3 − α2b3 − α5b2ρ sin θ + 6α5b2ρ sin θ cos2 θ + 6α4b2 cos3 θ

+5α3b2ρ sin θ + 6α2b2 cos θ − 4α4bρ2 sin2 θ + 4α4bρ2 cos2 θ − α4b cos2 θ

−8α3bρ sin θ cos θ − 5α2b cos2 θ − α2b− b+ cos θ
]−1

(4.8)

So, we can simulate the motion of B-particle for given values of α and b and for equilibrium
value of m given by (4.8). For example, we choose

α = 0, 1, b = 3.

Equilibrium value of mass is then

m = 0, 440 410 226 193.

The result of the simulation is plotted in figure 4.2. In this figure we compare different kind
of solutions of Einstein’s equations. Purely retarded solution (which is the usual one) yields
expected result: particle is loosing the energy by radiation and its orbit decays, the radius of
its orbit is decreasing. Thus, our model describes the inspiral process correctly, at least in the
framework of linearized theory. The advanced solution describes particle absorbing the radiation
coming from infinity, so its energy is increasing and the radius of its orbit, consequently, too.
Finally, combining the retarded and advanced solution according to (3.42) gives the equilibrium
configuration.

We have, thus, verified that in linearized gravity helically symmetric solutions exist and it is
possible to achieve an equilibrium configuration of binary system. Moreover, we have justified
the proof of existence present in [2] by numerical simulation.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of solutions of different kinds. While equilibrium is impossible for purely
retarded or purely advanced solution, their combination together with appropriate choice of the
parameter yield equilibrium configuration. In this example, α = 0.1, b = 3 and m=̇0, 44.

4.4 Full binary system

Once more we emphasize that so far we did not discuss the equations of motion of the A-
particle, we merely prescribed its motion. What we have found is the condition (4.8) which, if
satisfied, ensures that the B-particle is orbiting along the circular trajectory of radius b at the
same angular velocity α. Now we reverse the problem and ask whether also A-particle can move
in a prescribed way in the field of B-particle. Fortunately, by the symmetry of the problem,
one can immediately write down the solution for B-particle and repeat the calculations made
in chapter 3. It turns out that the equilibrium mass of the B-particle is given by

m′ = α2ρ3γ′
[
α2 + 2α6b4 cos4 θ − α6b4 cos2 θ + α4b4 cos2 θ − 2α6b3 cos3 θ + α6b3 cos θ

+α5b3ρ sin θ − 6α5b3ρ sin θ cos2 θ − 6α4b3 cos3 θ − α3b3ρ sin θ − α2b3 cos θ

+4α5b2ρ sin θ cos θ + 4α4b2ρ2 sin2 θ − 4α4b2ρ2 cos2 θ + 7α4b2 cos2 θ − α4b2

+8α3b2ρ sin θ cos θ + 5α2b2 cos2 θ + α2b2 − α4b cos θ − 5α3bρ sin θ + 4α2bρ2 cos θ

−6α2b cos θ − αbρ sin θ − b cos θ + 1
]−1

(4.9)

which should be compared to (4.8).
Binary system will be in equilibrium if both conditions (4.8) and (4.9) are satisfied. Ap-

parently, there are two parameters of binary system: angular velocity α and the radius of the
orbit of B-particle b (recall that in our units the radius of A-particle is set to 1). Remaining
parameters, the masses of both particles, can be then computed from equilibrium conditions.
However, this is not the case, because the radius b and mass m′ are not independent! They are
constrained by the fact that the centre of mass of binary system must be located at the origin
of the coordinates, i.e. by condition

γ ma = γ′m′ b i.e.
m′

m
= b

√
1− α2

1− b2 α2
. (4.10)

Therefore, the mass of B-particle is automatically determined by the value of its radius. Then
the only remaining free parameter is the angular velocity α and it must be chosen in such a
way as to satisfy both conditions (4.8) and (4.9). It is obvious that for arbitrary b and m there
will be no α such that all conditions are satisfied. In other words, the only parameter of binary
system is the radius b from which an equilibrium value of α,m and m′ can be computed. The
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only exception is the case b = 1 when conditions (4.9) and (4.8) are identical so that the mass
m can be chosen arbitrarily.

Implementation of the field of B-particle is listed in 4.4.

Listing 4.4: Implementation of the field of B-particle

1

2 // params = {alpha, b, m1, m2}

3 void einsteinprime(double *f, double *params, double *x, int sign) {

4 double b = params[1];

5 double *rtR = rhothetaRprime(x[1], x[2], x[3], params[0], b, sign);

6 double COS = cos(rtR[0]);

7 double SIN = sin(rtR[0]);

8 double rho = rtR[2];

9 double m = params[3];

10 double alpha = params[0];

11 double gamma = 1/sqrt(1-b*b*alpha*alpha);

12 double r = x[1];

13 double z = x[3];

14 double u0 = x[4]; double u1 = x[5]; double u2 = x[6]; double u3 = x[7];

15 delete rtR;

16 f[0] = x[4]; f[1] = x[5]; f[2] = x[6]; f[3] = x[7];

17

18 f[4] = gamma*m*power(rho,-3)*(2*u0*(b*COS*u1 - r*u1 + b*r*SIN*u2 - u3*z) +

19 COS*u0*power(alpha,6)*power(b,3)*power(r,3)*(2*b*SIN*(2*COS*SIN*u1 + r*u2

20 - 2*r*u2*power(COS,2)) +

21 rho*sign*u0*(1 - 2*power(COS,2) + 4*power(SIN,2))) +

22 COS*SIN*power(alpha,7)*power(b,4)*(1 - 2*power(COS,2))*power(r,4)*

23 power(u0,2) + power(alpha,5)*power(b,2)*power(r,2)*

24 (b*u0*(-4*rho*sign*SIN*u1*(-2*power(COS,2) + power(SIN,2)) +

25 r*(2*COS*rho*sign*u2*(1 - 2*power(COS,2)) +

26 SIN*u0*(-1 + 6*power(COS,2)) + 8*COS*rho*sign*u2*power(SIN,2)))

27 - COS*SIN*(power(r,2) - 4*power(rho,2))*power(u0,2) +

28 COS*SIN*power(b,2)*(4*COS*r*SIN*u1*u2 - power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) -

29 2*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) + power(r,2)*power(u2,2) -

30 2*power(COS,2)*power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))) +

31 alpha*b*(2*SIN*u1*(rho*sign*u0 + 2*b*COS*u1 - 2*u3*z) +

32 4*COS*u2*(u1 - b*SIN*u2)*power(r,2) + SIN*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) +

33 r*(-2*COS*u2*(rho*sign*u0 + 2*b*COS*u1 - 2*u3*z) +

34 4*b*u1*u2*power(SIN,2) + SIN*(power(u0,2) - 3*power(u1,2) + power(u3,2)))) +

35 b*power(alpha,2)*(2*b*power(COS,2)*

36 (-3*r*u0*u1 - 2*rho*sign*power(u1,2) +

37 2*rho*sign*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)) +

38 2*(r*SIN*u0*u2*power(b,2) +

39 r*SIN*u2*(2*r*rho*sign*u1 + 2*rho*sign*u3*z + u0*power(r,2)) -

40 b*(u0*u3*z + r*u0*u1*(1 - 2*power(SIN,2)) -

41 2*rho*sign*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) +

42 2*rho*sign*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2))) -

43 COS*(-2*u1*(2*rho*sign*u3*z + u0*power(b,2)) +

44 u0*(-6*u1 + 10*b*SIN*u2)*power(r,2) +

45 rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) +

46 r*(-6*u0*u3*z + rho*sign*(16*b*SIN*u1*u2 + power(u0,2)

47 - 3*power(u1,2) + power(u3,2))))) + b*power(alpha,3)*

48 (r*u0*(4*r*rho*sign*SIN*u1 + 4*rho*sign*SIN*u3*z +

49 (SIN*u0 - 2*COS*rho*sign*u2)*power(r,2)) +

50 power(b,2)*(2*rho*sign*SIN*u0*u1 +

51 4*COS*u1*u2*power(r,2)*(power(COS,2) - 2*power(SIN,2)) +

52 SIN*(-1 + 6*power(COS,2))*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) +

53 r*(-2*COS*rho*sign*u0*u2 + 2*power(SIN,3)*power(u1,2) +

54 SIN*(power(u0,2) - (1 + 4*power(COS,2))*power(u1,2) -

55 power(u3,2)))) - b*(4*r*u2*power(COS,2)*

56 (-2*r*rho*sign*u0 + r*u3*z + u1*power(r,2) - u1*power(rho,2)) +

57 4*r*rho*(2*r*sign*u0 + rho*u1)*u2*power(SIN,2) +

58 COS*SIN*(4*r*u1*(4*rho*sign*u0 - u3*z) +
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59 4*power(rho,2)*power(u1,2) + power(r,4)*power(u2,2) +

60 power(r,2)*(5*power(u0,2) - 3*power(u1,2) -

61 4*power(rho,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))))) +

62 b*r*power(alpha,4)*(-2*COS*u0*(COS*u1 + r*SIN*u2)*power(b,3) -

63 2*b*u0*(COS*r*SIN*u2*(power(r,2) - 4*power(rho,2)) +

64 2*power(COS,2)*(-(r*rho*sign*u0) + r*u3*z + u1*power(r,2) -

65 u1*power(rho,2)) + 2*rho*(r*sign*u0 + rho*u1)*power(SIN,2)) -

66 COS*rho*sign*power(r,2)*power(u0,2) +

67 power(b,2)*(4*r*SIN*(3*r*u0 + 2*rho*sign*u1)*u2*power(COS,2) -

68 2*r*SIN*u2*(r*u0 + 2*rho*sign*u1*power(SIN,2)) -

69 2*r*power(COS,3)*(-2*u0*u1 + r*rho*sign*power(u2,2)) +

70 COS*(2*u0*(r*u1 + u3*z - 4*r*u1*power(SIN,2)) +

71 rho*sign*(-power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) -

72 6*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) + power(r,2)*power(u2,2) +

73 4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))))));

74

75 f[5] = power(rho,-3)*(-(alpha*gamma*m*power(b,2)*

76 (r*u0*power(alpha,3)*((8*COS*rho*sign*SIN*u2 +

77 u0*(-1 + 7*power(COS,2)))*power(r,2) -

78 4*rho*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z)*(power(COS,2) - power(SIN,2))) +

79 4*r*u0*u2*(power(COS,2) + power(SIN,2)) +

80 4*COS*rho*sign*SIN*power(alpha,4)*power(r,3)*power(u0,2) +

81 alpha*(-2*COS*SIN*u1*u2*power(r,2) + 2*u1*u3*z*(1 - 2*power(SIN,2)) +

82 r*(u3*(4*COS*SIN*u2*z + u3*(-1 + power(COS,2))) +

83 (1 + 5*power(COS,2))*power(u0,2) -

84 (-1 + power(COS,2) + 2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2)) +

85 (-1 + 3*power(COS,2))*power(r,3)*power(u2,2)) +

86 2*power(alpha,2)*(r*u2*power(COS,2)*

87 (-2*rho*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z) + 5*u0*power(r,2)) +

88 r*u2*(-(u0*power(r,2)) + 2*rho*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z)*power(SIN,2)) +

89 2*COS*SIN*(2*rho*u1*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z) +

90 r*(2*u0*u3*z + rho*sign*(2*power(u0,2) + power(u1,2))) +

91 rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(u2,2))))) +

92 r*power(rho,3)*power(alpha*u0 + u2,2) -

93 gamma*m*(-2*u1*u3*z + power(r,3)*power(alpha*u0 + u2,2) +

94 r*(power(u0,2) - power(u1,2) + power(u3,2))) +

95 COS*gamma*m*r*power(alpha,4)*power(b,4)*

96 (2*r*SIN*u1*u2*(-1 + 2*power(SIN,2)) -

97 2*power(COS,3)*power(r,2)*power(alpha*u0 + u2,2) +

98 COS*(2*alpha*u0*u2*power(r,2)*(1 - 2*power(SIN,2)) +

99 (-1 + power(alpha,2)*power(r,2))*power(u0,2) +

100 (-1 + 2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2) + power(r,2)*power(u2,2) -

101 4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))) +

102 gamma*m*power(alpha,2)*power(b,3)*

103 (2*(alpha*u0 + u2)*power(COS,3)*power(r,2)*

104 (3*alpha*u0 + u2 + u2*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2) +

105 u0*power(alpha,3)*power(r,2))

106 + 2*alpha*SIN*power(COS,2)*

107 (2*alpha*u2*(rho*sign*u0 + u3*z)*power(r,2) +

108 u0*(3*rho*sign*u0 + 2*u3*z)*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2) +

109 rho*sign*(2*power(u1,2) - power(r,2)*power(u2,2))) +

110 SIN*(2*r*u1*u2*(1 - 2*power(SIN,2)) +

111 2*rho*sign*u0*u2*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)*(-1 + 2*power(SIN,2)) -

112 rho*sign*power(alpha,3)*power(r,2)*power(u0,2) +

113 alpha*rho*sign*(power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) -

114 2*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) -

115 power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + 4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2) -

116 power(u3,2))) - COS*(2*alpha*u0*u2*power(r,2)*

117 (1 + power(alpha,2)*power(r,2) - 4*power(SIN,2)) +

118 2*alpha*r*u1*(rho*sign*u2*(1 - 6*power(SIN,2)) +

119 alpha*u3*z*(-1 + 2*power(SIN,2))) +

120 (-1 + power(alpha,4)*power(r,4))*power(u0,2) +

121 (1 + power(alpha,2)*power(r,2))*(-1 + 2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2) +
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122 power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + power(alpha,2)*power(r,4)*power(u2,2) -

123 4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2) +

124 power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)*power(u3,2))) +

125 b*gamma*m*(COS*(2*alpha*r*u1*(rho*sign*u2 - alpha*u3*z) +

126 2*alpha*u0*(-2*alpha*rho*sign*u3*z + 3*u2*power(r,2) +

127 u2*power(alpha,2)*power(r,4)) +

128 (1 + power(alpha,4)*power(r,4) +

129 power(alpha,2)*(6*power(r,2) - 4*power(rho,2)))*power(u0,2) -

130 (1 + power(alpha,2)*power(r,2))*power(u1,2) +

131 (1 + power(alpha,2)*power(r,2))*(power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))) +

132 SIN*(-2*r*u1*u2 + 6*rho*sign*u0*u2*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2) +

133 5*rho*sign*power(alpha,3)*power(r,2)*power(u0,2) +

134 alpha*(4*u0*u3*z + rho*sign*

135 (power(u0,2) - power(u1,2) + power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))))));

136

137 f[6] = power(r,-1)*power(rho,-3)*(2*u2*(gamma*m*r*(r*u1 + u3*z)

138 - u1*power(rho,3)) +

139 COS*gamma*m*u0*power(alpha,7)*power(b,3)*power(r,4)*

140 (-2*b*SIN*(2*COS*SIN*u1 + r*u2 - 2*r*u2*power(COS,2)) +

141 rho*sign*u0*(-1 + 2*power(COS,2) - 4*power(SIN,2))) +

142 COS*gamma*m*SIN*power(alpha,8)*power(b,4)*(-1 + 2*power(COS,2))*power(r,5)*

143 power(u0,2) + b*gamma*m*(-2*COS*r*u1*u2 +

144 SIN*(power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) - power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))) +

145 gamma*m*power(alpha,6)*power(b,2)*power(r,3)*

146 (b*u0*(4*rho*sign*SIN*u1*(-2*power(COS,2) + power(SIN,2)) +

147 r*(2*COS*rho*sign*u2*(-1 + 2*power(COS,2)) + SIN*(u0 - 6*u0*power(COS,2)) -

148 8*COS*rho*sign*u2*power(SIN,2))) +

149 COS*SIN*(power(r,2) - 4*power(rho,2))*power(u0,2) -

150 COS*SIN*power(b,2)*(4*COS*r*SIN*u1*u2 + 2*(-1 + power(COS,2))*power(u0,2) +

151 power(u1,2) - 2*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) + power(r,2)*power(u2,2) -

152 2*power(COS,2)*power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))) +

153 b*gamma*m*power(alpha,2)*(2*rho*sign*u0*

154 (-4*r*SIN*u1 - 2*SIN*u3*z + COS*u2*power(r,2)) -

155 4*SIN*power(rho,2)*power(u0,2) +

156 power(b,2)*(2*COS*r*u1*u2*(1 - 2*power(COS,2)) + 2*power(SIN,3)*power(u1,2) +

157 SIN*(power(u0,2) + (-1 + 4*power(COS,2))*power(u1,2) +

158 power(r,2)*power(u2,2) - 2*power(COS,2)*power(r,2)*power(u2,2) -

159 power(u3,2))) - r*(-4*SIN*u1*u3*z + 6*COS*u1*u2*power(r,2) +

160 SIN*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) +

161 r*(6*COS*u2*u3*z + SIN*(-3*power(u1,2) + power(u3,2)))) +

162 b*(2*r*u2*(5*r*u1 + 2*u3*z)*power(COS,2) -

163 2*r*u2*(u3*z + r*(u1 + 2*u1*power(SIN,2))) +

164 COS*SIN*(-4*u1*u3*z + 5*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) -

165 r*(5*power(u0,2) + 9*power(u1,2) + power(u3,2))))) +

166 alpha*(2*u0*(2*gamma*m*r*(r*u1 + u3*z) - u1*power(rho,3)) +

167 4*gamma*m*u0*u1*power(b,2)*(power(COS,2) + power(SIN,2)) -

168 b*gamma*m*(2*r*SIN*(r*u0 + rho*sign*u1)*u2 +

169 COS*(4*u0*(2*r*u1 + u3*z) +

170 rho*sign*(power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) - power(r,2)*power(u2,2) +

171 power(u3,2))))) + b*gamma*m*r*power(alpha,4)*

172 (-(r*u0*(4*r*rho*sign*SIN*u1 + 4*rho*sign*SIN*u3*z +

173 (SIN*u0 - 2*COS*rho*sign*u2)*power(r,2))) +

174 COS*power(b,3)*(2*COS*r*u1*u2*(-1 + 2*power(COS,2)) -

175 2*power(SIN,3)*power(u1,2) +

176 SIN*(-power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) - 4*power(COS,2)*power(u1,2) -

177 power(r,2)*power(u2,2) + 2*power(COS,2)*power(r,2)*power(u2,2) +

178 power(u3,2))) + power(b,2)*

179 (2*COS*u1*u2*power(r,2)*(1 - 4*power(COS,2) + 4*power(SIN,2)) -

180 4*SIN*u1*((rho*sign*u0 - u3*z)*power(COS,2) + rho*sign*u0*power(SIN,2)) +

181 SIN*(1 - 6*power(COS,2))*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) +

182 r*(2*COS*u2*(rho*sign*u0 + u3*z*(1 - 2*power(COS,2))) -

183 2*power(SIN,3)*power(u1,2) +

184 SIN*((-2 + 6*power(COS,2))*power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) +
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185 8*power(COS,2)*power(u1,2) + power(u3,2)))) +

186 b*(4*r*u2*power(COS,2)*(-2*r*rho*sign*u0 + r*u3*z + u1*power(r,2) -

187 u1*power(rho,2)) + 4*r*rho*(2*r*sign*u0 + rho*u1)*u2*power(SIN,2) +

188 COS*SIN*(4*r*u1*(6*rho*sign*u0 - u3*z) +

189 4*rho*(2*sign*u0*u3*z + 2*rho*power(u0,2) + rho*power(u1,2)) +

190 power(r,4)*power(u2,2) +

191 power(r,2)*(4*power(u0,2) - 3*power(u1,2) - 4*power(rho,2)*power(u2,2) +

192 power(u3,2))))) + b*gamma*m*power(alpha,5)*power(r,2)*

193 (2*COS*u0*power(b,3)*(r*SIN*u2 + 2*u1*power(COS,3) + 2*COS*u1*power(SIN,2)) +

194 2*b*u0*(COS*r*SIN*u2*(power(r,2) - 4*power(rho,2)) +

195 2*power(COS,2)*(-(r*rho*sign*u0) + r*u3*z + u1*power(r,2) -

196 u1*power(rho,2)) + 2*rho*(r*sign*u0 + rho*u1)*power(SIN,2)) +

197 COS*rho*sign*power(r,2)*power(u0,2) -

198 power(b,2)*(4*r*SIN*(3*r*u0 + 2*rho*sign*u1)*u2*power(COS,2) -

199 2*r*SIN*u2*(r*u0 + 2*rho*sign*u1*power(SIN,2)) +

200 2*power(COS,3)*(2*u0*(2*r*u1 + u3*z) +

201 rho*sign*(power(u0,2) - power(r,2)*power(u2,2))) +

202 COS*(-8*r*u0*u1*power(SIN,2) +

203 rho*sign*(-2*(1 + 2*power(SIN,2))*power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) -

204 6*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) + power(r,2)*power(u2,2) +

205 4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2) + power(u3,2))))) +

206 b*gamma*m*power(alpha,3)*(b*(2*COS*r*SIN*u2*

207 (12*r*rho*sign*u1 + 4*rho*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z) + 5*u0*power(r,2)) +

208 4*power(COS,2)*(rho*u1*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z) + 4*u0*u1*power(r,2) +

209 r*(2*u0*u3*z + rho*sign*(power(u0,2) + 2*power(u1,2))) -

210 rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(u2,2)) +

211 4*power(SIN,2)*(-(rho*u1*(rho*u0 + sign*u3*z)) - u0*u1*power(r,2) -

212 r*rho*sign*(power(u0,2) + 2*power(u1,2)) + rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(u2,2)

213 )) + power(b,2)*(2*r*SIN*(-(r*u0) + rho*sign*u1)*u2 -

214 12*r*rho*sign*SIN*u1*u2*power(COS,2) +

215 2*power(COS,3)*(-4*r*u0*u1 - 2*rho*sign*power(u1,2) +

216 rho*sign*power(r,2)*power(u2,2)) +

217 COS*(-8*r*u0*u1*power(SIN,2) +

218 rho*sign*(-power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) + 2*power(SIN,2)*power(u1,2) -

219 power(r,2)*power(u2,2) - 4*power(r,2)*power(SIN,2)*power(u2,2) +

220 power(u3,2)))) + r*

221 (-2*r*SIN*u2*(2*r*rho*sign*u1 + 2*rho*sign*u3*z + u0*power(r,2)) +

222 COS*(-4*rho*sign*u1*u3*z - 8*u0*u1*power(r,2) +

223 rho*sign*power(r,3)*power(u2,2) +

224 r*(-8*u0*u3*z + rho*sign*(-3*power(u1,2) + power(u3,2)))))));

225

226 f[7] = gamma*m*power(rho,-3)*(2*r*u1*u3 -

227 2*COS*r*(COS*u1 + r*SIN*u2)*u3*power(alpha,4)*

228 power(b,4) - z*power(r,2)*power(alpha*u0 + u2,2) +

229 power(alpha,2)*power(b,3)*(2*SIN*(alpha*rho*sign*u1 + r*u2)*u3 -

230 4*SIN*u1*(alpha*u0 + u2)*z*power(alpha,2)*power(COS,2)*power(r,2) +

231 2*z*power(alpha,2)*power(COS,3)*power(r,3)*power(alpha*u0 + u2,2) +

232 COS*(2*u1*(u3 + u3*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)) +

233 r*z*power(alpha,2)*(-1 + 2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2) -

234 alpha*r*(2*rho*sign*u2*u3 +

235 alpha*z*(2*alpha*u0*u2*power(r,2) +

236 (-1 + power(alpha,2)*power(r,2))*power(u0,2) +

237 power(r,2)*power(u2,2) - power(u3,2))))) -

238 z*(power(u0,2) + power(u1,2) - power(u3,2)) +

239 power(alpha,2)*power(b,2)*(2*r*u1*

240 (u3*(-1 + power(COS,2)) + 2*z*

241 (COS*SIN*u2 + rho*sign*u0*power(alpha,2)*(-power(COS,2) + power(SIN,2)) +

242 alpha*(2*COS*SIN*u0 - rho*sign*u2*power(COS,2) + rho*sign*u2*power(SIN,2))

243 )) + power(r,2)*(-2*z*power(COS,2)*

244 (4*alpha*u0*u2 + 3*power(alpha,2)*power(u0,2) + power(u2,2)) -

245 2*COS*SIN*(-(u2*u3) + 4*rho*sign*u0*u2*z*power(alpha,2) +

246 2*rho*sign*z*power(alpha,3)*power(u0,2) + 2*alpha*rho*sign*z*power(u2,2))\

247 +z*power(alpha*u0 + u2,2)) -
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248 z*(power(u0,2) + (-1 - 4*alpha*COS*rho*sign*SIN + 2*power(SIN,2))*power(u1,2) +

249 power(u3,2))) + b*(-2*SIN*

250 (r*u2*u3 + alpha*u1*(rho*sign*u3 + 2*u0*z) -

251 2*r*rho*sign*u0*u2*z*power(alpha,2) -

252 2*r*rho*sign*z*power(alpha,3)*power(u0,2)) +

253 COS*(-2*u1*(u3 - 2*rho*sign*u0*z*power(alpha,2) +

254 u3*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2)) + r*z*power(alpha,2)*power(u1,2) +

255 alpha*r*(2*rho*sign*u2*u3 +

256 z*(4*u0*u2 + 2*u0*u2*power(alpha,2)*power(r,2) + 5*alpha*power(u0,2) +

257 power(alpha,3)*power(r,2)*power(u0,2) + alpha*power(r,2)*power(u2,2) -

258 alpha*power(u3,2))))));

259 }

260

261

262 // params = {alpha, b, m1, m2}

263 void einstein_retadv(double *f, double *params, double * x) {

264 // A - particle, retarded

265 double *f1 = new double[8];
266 einstein(f1, params, x, -1);

267 // A - particle, advanced

268 double *f2 = new double[8];
269 einstein(f2, params, x, +1);

270 // B - particle, retarded

271 double *f3 = new double[8];
272 einsteinprime(f3, params, x, -1);

273 // B - particle, advanced

274 double *f4 = new double[8];
275 einsteinprime(f4, params, x, +1);

276 // superposition

277 for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++)

278 f[i] = 0.5 * (f1[i] + f2[i] + f3[i] + f4[i]);

279 // flat metric is included twice

280 double u0 = x[4]; double u1 = x[5];

281 double u2 = x[6];

282 double r = x[1]; double alpha = params[0];

283 f[5] -= r*power(alpha*u0+u2, 2);

284 f[6] += 2*u1*(alpha*u0+u2)/r;

285 delete[] f1; delete[] f2;

286 delete[] f3; delete[] f4;

287 }

4.5 Lyapunov exponents

Binary system of A-particle and B-particle is not asymptotically flat because of the presence
of both incoming and outgoing radiation. It is shown in [2] that the radiation does not satisfy
usual peeling properties, namely, that the leading term in radiative component Ψ4 of the Weyl
tensor behaves as

Ψ±4 ∼
sin θ±
r

,

where sin θ± is a rapidly oscillating function as θ± → ∞ for r → ∞. Thus, our binary system
is not an isolated system in a strict sense (usual peeling requires sin θ± to be r−independent).

Nevertheless, for small masses and small angular velocities, the solution has correct Newto-
nian limit. The motion of test particles far from binary system is expected to coincide with the
motion of the particles in the Newtonian field of point mass m + m′. However, in the section
2.5, figure 2.6, we have seen that the motion of the test particle can be rather complicated in
the vicinity of the binary system and, in fact, it can be chaotic. Hence, it is interesting to
investigate the behaviour and chaotic nature of geodesics near the binary system.

As a measure of chaotic properties we have chosen the so-called Lyapunov exponents. The
idea is to compare two geodesics starting with almost identical but slightly different initial
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conditions. System of differential equations is stable if the distance of geodesics does not grow
too rapidly. Let us formulate this more precisely.

Let us consider a dynamical system, i.e. the system of first-order ordinary differential equa-
tions

ẋ = f(x) (4.11)

where x ∈ M is the vector of unknown variables and f(x) is the vector of first derivatives.
The phase space is denoted by M . Let Φt be a flow of vector field f which means that Φt is a
mapping

Φt : M 7→M

such that for any point x0 ∈M is mapped to a point x(t) = Φtx0 such that x(t) is a solution
of (4.11) with initial condition x(0) = x0:

x(0) = x0, ẋ(t) = f(x(t)). (4.12)

Now, let us choose two initial points x0 and x′0 which differ by a displacement vector u0:

x′0 = x0 + u0.

Two solutions starting from these points are represented by flows

Φtx0 and Φtx
′
0.

We define a displacement vector ut at time t > 0 by

ut = Φtx
′
0 − Φtx0.

The Lyapunov exponent is defined by

λ = lim
t→∞

1

t
log
‖ut‖
‖u0|

(4.13)

where ‖ · ‖ is the norm. Clearly, if the distance ‖ut‖ is linear in t, the Lyapunov exponent
vanishes and the system is stable. If, on the other hand, λ > 0, two solutions are diverging in
an exponential rate,

‖ut‖ ∼ eλt

and the system is unstable. Finally, for λ < 0 two solutions asymptotically converge and the
system is asymptotically stable. It can be shown[7] that, numerically, the Lyapunov exponent
can be found as a solution of the system[

ẋ

φ̇

]
=

[
f

(Df) · φ

]
(4.14)

where Df is a matrix of first derivatives of f .
Here we apply a more naive but more straightforward method to find the Lyapunov expo-

nent. Our phase space M is coordinatized by eight variables

xa = (xµ, uµ) = (t, r, φ̂, z, ut, ur, uφ̂, uz).

We fix six of these coordinates and leave remaining two as free parameters p1 and p2. Next we
choose the range of parameters p1 and p2:

p1 ∈ (pmin
1 , pmax

1 ), p2 ∈ (pmin
2 , pmax

2 ).

Next we compute the geodesic starting from each point of (p1, p2)−plane and obtain the solution
x1a(s) where the proper time s ranges from 0 to some maximal value S. Then we slightly perturb
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one of fixed coordinates and compute the geodesic x2a(s) for same p1 and p2. The Lyapunov
exponent is then calculated by formula

λ(p1, p2) =
1

S
log
‖x1a(S)− x2a(S)‖
‖x1a(0)− x2a(0)‖

(4.15)

where ‖ · ‖ is usual L2 norm

‖xa‖ =

√√√√ 7∑
a=0

(xa)2. (4.16)

In this way we calculate the Lyapunov exponent for all p1 and p2 and plot λ as function of
these variables. Main program including the calculation of the Lyapunov exponents is shown
in the listing 4.5.

Listing 4.5: Main program and Lyapunov exponents

1 #include <iostream>

2 #include <fstream>

3 #include <math.h>

4 #include <stdlib.h>

5 #include "ode.h"

6 #include "connection.h"

7

8 #define PI 3.14159265358

9

10 #define debugging true

11

12 using namespace std;

13

14

15 // params = {alpha, b, m1, m2}

16 // x = {t, r, hphi, z, u0, u1, u2, u3}

17 void newton (double *f, double *params, double * x) {

18 double R = sqrt( 1 + x[1]*x[1] + x[3]*x[3] - 2*x[1]*cos(x[2]) );

19 double b = params[1];

20 double Rprime = sqrt(b*b+x[1]*x[1]+x[3]*x[3] + 2*b*x[1]*cos(x[2]));

21 double kappa = params[2] / (R*R*R);

22 double kappaprime = params[3] / (Rprime*Rprime*Rprime);

23 // derivatives of coordinates = velocities

24 f[0] = 1;

25 f[1] = x[5]; f[2] = x[6]; f[3] = x[7];

26 // derivatives of velocities = acceleration

27 f[4] = 0;

28 // field from A-particle

29 f[5] = - kappa * (x[1] - cos(x[2])) +

30 x[1] * (params[0] + x[6]) * (params[0] + x[6]);

31 f[6] = - kappa * sin(x[2]) / x[1] - (2*x[5]/x[1])*(params[0] + x[6]);

32 f[7] = - kappa * x[3];

33 //field from B-particle

34 f[5] += - kappaprime*(x[1] + b*cos(x[2]))

35 + x[1]*(params[0] + x[6])*(params[0]+x[6]);

36 f[6] += kappaprime*b*sin(x[2])/x[1] - (2*x[5]/x[1])*(params[0] + x[6]);

37 f[7] += - kappaprime*x[3];

38 }

39

40

41 bool finished(double *x, double *fin_params, double *params) {

42 bool time = x[0] > fin_params[0];

43 bool orbits = (x[2] + params[1]*x[0] - PI)/(2*PI) > fin_params[1];

44 if (time) cout << "maximal time exceeded";

45 if (orbits) cout << "number of orbits reached";

46 return (time||orbits);
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47 }

48

49

50

51 // params = {alpha, b, m1, m2}

52 void write_coordinates(ofstream *f, double *x, double *params) {

53 // corot (1..4)

54 for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)

55 (*f) << x[i] << " ";

56 // phi = hphi + alpha * t (5)

57 double phi = x[2] + params[0] * x[0];

58 (*f) << phi << " ";

59 // Cartesian (6, 7)

60 (*f) << x[1] * cos(phi) << " " << x[1] * sin(phi);

61

62 (*f) << endl;

63 //

64 }

65

66

67 double distance (double *x1, double *x2, double *params) {

68 double alpha = params[0];

69 double phi = x1[2] + alpha * x1[0];

70 double r = x1[1];

71 double T1 = x1[0];

72 double X1 = r * cos( phi );

73 double Y1 = r * sin( phi );

74 double Z1 = x1[3];

75 phi = x2[2] + alpha * x2[0];

76 r = x2[2];

77 double T2 = x2[0];

78 double X2 = r * cos( phi );

79 double Y2 = r * sin( phi );

80 double Z2 = x2[3];

81 return (T1-T2)*(T1-T2) - (X1-X2)*(X1-X2)

82 - (Y1-Y2)*(Y1-Y2) - (Z1-Z2)*(Z1-Z2);

83 }

84

85 double distance2(double *x1, double *x2) {

86 double d = 0;

87 for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++)

88 d += (x1[i]-x2[i])*(x1[i]-x2[i]);

89 return sqrt(d);

90 }

91

92 double *cartTocorot (double *xCart, double *params) {

93 double *x = new double[8];
94

95 x[0] = xCart[0];

96 x[1] = sqrt( xCart[1]*xCart[1] + xCart[2]*xCart[2]);

97 // corotating phi = arctg(y/x) - alpha*t

98 x[2] = atan(xCart[2]/xCart[1]) - params[0] * xCart[0];

99 x[3] = xCart[3];

100 // four-velocity

101 x[4] = xCart[4];

102 // u^r = (x ur + y uphi)/r

103 x[5] = ( xCart[1]*xCart[5] + xCart[2]*xCart[6] )/x[1];

104 // u^phi = (x u^phi - y u^x)/r^2 - alpha u^t

105 x[6] = ( xCart[1]*xCart[6] - xCart[2]*xCart[5])/

106 (x[1]*x[1]) - params[0] * xCart[4];

107 x[7] = xCart[7];

108 return x;

109 }
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110

111

112 // params = {alpha, b, m1, m2}

113 void simulation(double *x1, double *x2, double *params, double dt, double tmax)

114 {

115 ofstream geof1 ("geodesic1.txt");

116 ofstream geof2 ("geodesic2.txt");

117 double ds1 = dt;

118 double ds2 = dt;

119 bool crash = false;

120 int steps=0;

121

122 while ((x1[0] < tmax)&&(!crash))

123 {

124 rk4(einstein_retadv, params, x1, 8, ds1);

125 rk4(einstein_retadv, params, x2, 8, ds2);

126

127 ds1 = (x1[1]<1.2*params[1])?0.01*dt:dt;

128 ds2 = (x2[1]<1.2*params[1])?0.01*dt:dt;

129

130 normalize(x1, params, false);

131 normalize(x2, params, false);

132 steps++;

133 if ((steps%1000)==0) cout << steps << " ";

134 crash = (steps>20000) || (abs(x1[1])<1E-3) || (abs(x2[1])<1E-3);

135 if (debugging) {

136 write_coordinates(&geof1, x1, params);

137 write_coordinates(&geof2, x2, params);

138 }

139 }

140 if (crash)

141 cout << "Max. time not reached" << endl;

142 cout << "steps = " << steps << ", r1 = "

143 << x1[1] << ", r2 = " << x2[1] << endl;

144 geof1.close();

145 geof2.close();

146 }

147

148

149 // params = {alpha, b, m1, m2}

150 int main()

151 {

152 //

153

154 /* cycle though the plane in phase space / parametric space */

155

156 ofstream lyapunf ("lyapunov.txt");

157

158 double b = 2;

159 double alpha = (b==1)?0.01:equilib_alpha(b);

160

161 double m1 = equilib_mass1(b, alpha);

162 double m2 = equilib_mass2(b, alpha);

163 double params[4] = {alpha, b, m1, m2};

164 cout << "alpha = " << alpha << ", b = " << b << ",

165 m1 = " << m1 << ", m2 = " << m2 << endl;

166 cout << "centre of mass = " << mass_center(b, alpha)

167 << " (should be zero) " << endl;

168 double torbit = 2*PI/alpha;

169 double ds = torbit/100;

170 double tmax = 50*torbit;

171

172
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173 double p1_min = -0.02;

174 double p1_max = 0.02;

175 double p2_min = 0.01;

176 double p2_max = 0.05;

177 double dp1 = 0.001;

178 double dp2 = 0.001;

179 float N = (p1_max-p1_min) * (p2_max-p2_min) / (dp1*dp2);

180 int Step = 0;

181

182 cout << "number of gedoesics = " << N << endl;

183 cin.ignore(1);

184

185 for (double p1 = p1_min; p1 <= p1_max; p1 += dp1){

186 for (double p2 = p2_min; p2 <= p2_max; p2 += dp2)

187 {

188 double x1Cart[8] = {0, 150, 0, 0, /**/ 1, p1, p2, 0};

189 double x2Cart[8] = {0, 150.1, 0, 0, /**/ 1, p1, p2, 0};

190 double *x1 = cartTocorot(x1Cart, params);

191 double *x2 = cartTocorot(x2Cart, params);

192 cout << norm(x1, params)<<endl;

193 normalize(x1, params, false);

194 normalize(x2, params, false);

195

196

197 cout << "Starting simulation (" << ++Step << "/" << N << ") at" << endl;

198

199

200 for (int i=0; i < 8; i++)

201 cout << "x[" << i << "] = " << x1[i] << ", ";

202 cout << endl;

203

204 double u0 = distance2(x1, x2);

205

206 cout << "u0 = " << u0 << endl;

207

208 simulation(x1, x2, params, ds, tmax);

209

210

211 double u = distance2(x1, x2);

212 cout << "u = " << u << endl;

213 double l = (1/x1[0]) * log( u / u0 );

214 cout << "lyap = " << l << endl;

215 lyapunf << p1 << " " << p2 << " " << l << endl;

216 if (debugging)

217 cin.ignore(1);

218 delete[] x1; delete[] x2;

219 }

220 lyapunf << endl;

221 }

222

223 lyapunf << "finish";

224 lyapunf.close();

225

226 return 0;

227 }

Now we can turn to the main goal of the thesis – investigation of geodesics in helically
symmetric spacetimes.
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5. Results

In this chapter we finally present results obtained by the program developed in previous chap-
ters. Since there are many possible combinations of initial conditions and many possible choices
of the parameters of the system, we present only selected examples demonstrating the nature of
geodesics in the spacetime under consideration. However, a deeper analysis is highly desirable.
In particular, we did not solve the question whether geodesics corresponding to periodic motion
exist.

5.1 Equilibrium condition

In chapter 4 we have have derived conditions ensuring that the binary system be in equilibrium.
We have shown that there are two distinct situations. If the radii of orbits of both particles
coincide, which in our units corresponds to the case b = 1, angular velocity α can be chosen
arbitrarily and the equilibrium value of mass can be computed from (4.8). However, if the
radii are different, b 6= 1, there are two additional constraints for the parameters of the system.
Mass of A-particle is still given by (4.8), while the mass of B-particle is given by (4.9) and both
masses must satisfy the ”center-of-mass condition” (4.10). Thus, once the value of b is chosen,
values of angular velocity and masses follow from conditions just enumerated. These conditions
have been solved numerically and visualized in figures 5.1.

In figure 5.1 we plot dependence of α on parameter b with the point b = 1 excluded (because
the solution is not unique at that point, see below). An interesting feature of figure 5.1 is that
the solution in fact does not exist for all values of b and all solutions lie in the interval

b ∈ (0, 443; 2, 257). (5.1)

For b smaller than bmin = 0, 443 and for b larger than bmax = 2, 257 there is no such value of α
for which the system of both particles can stay in equilibrium. It is a clear difference from the
Newtonian case.

Recall that in our units the radius of A-particle’s orbit a is equal to one and radius b of
B-particle is given in multiples of a. If we reverse the rôles of A- and B-particle, so that a will
be given in multiples of b, we will obtain an interval (b−1max, b

−1
min). However, physical results

cannot depend on our choice which particle is A-particle and which one is B-particle. Thus,
numerical values of amin and amax must be the same as values bmin and bmax. This is indeed a
case, because we have

bmin =
1

bmax
.

This is an important test of consistency of the theory and of the numerics. In figure 5.2 we plot
dependence of equilibrium masses on the value of b.

Finally, in figure 5.3 we discuss the case b = 1 when the orbits of both particles are the
same. Then we can choose an arbitrary value of α and calculate the equilibrium value of mass
m. Surpising feature of this dependence is that for each value of m there are in fact two values
of α such that the system is in equilibrium.
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Figure 5.1: Equilibrium value of angular velocity α as a function of parameter b with point
b = 1 excluded.
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Figure 5.2: Equilibrium values of masses of A-particle m and B-particle m′ as functions of
parameter b with point b = 1 excluded.
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Figure 5.3: Equilibrium values of mass of both particles as a function of α for b = 1.
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5.2 Selected geodesics

For convenience, we impose initial conditions in the Cartesian coordinates and use function
cartToCorot, see listing 4.5, to transform to corotating coordinates in which the calculations are
performed.

As a first example we consider particle with initial conditions

xµ(0) = (0, x, 0, 0), uµ(0) = γ(1, 0, vy, 0),

so that initially the particle lies on the x−axis at distance x from the origin and has only
vertical y−component of three-velocity. The Lorentz factor γ is computed from x and vy so as
to satisfy uµuµ = 1. Four cases corresponding to different choices of x and vy are plotted in
figures 5.4 and 5.5. In figures a)–d) we can see that for velocities vy > 10−8 the trajectories
always escape to infinity. Trajectories for vy = 10−8 exhibit a transient phase of apparently
chaotic motion, but finally escape to infinity anyway. This behaviour have been observed for
many other choices of x and vy. In figure 5.6 we plotted the trajectory of particle with initial
vx component of the velocity. For vx = vy = 10−8 the trajectory again exhibits a transient
phase and escapes afterwards.

Several other examples are plotted in figures 5.7–5.9. Initial conditions for these cases are
written down under each figure or series of figures. Interesting feature of figure 5.7 is that the
distance between trajectories decreases as these trajectories approach binary system. Figure
5.8b suggests that test particles can move along closed circular trajectories. However, such
solutions are, as expected, unstable: figure 5.8b shows two geodesics with almost same initial
conditions but one geodesic is attracted to binary system while the second one follows apparently
closed trajectory.

5.3 Phase portraits

More systematic approach to investigation of geodesics is using a kind of phase portrait known
from the theory of dynamical systems and Hamiltonian dynamics. The idea is to visualise
the character of a family of geodesics differing by values of some parameters. An appropriate
measure of the behaviour of geodesics is the Lyapunov exponent introduced in section 4.5.
Hence, in the following we always fix all but two parameters determining the geodesic and vary
remaining two parameters called p1 and p2. In such a way we can assign a number λ(p1, p2) to
each point of (p1, p2)-plane.

In figure 5.10 we use initial conditions for two close geodesics in the form

xµ1 (0) = (0, x0, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = γ(1, 0, p1, p2)

for the first geodesic and

xµ2 = (0, x′0, 0, 0), uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0, p1, p2)

for the second one. In figure 5.10a) we set x0 = 10 and x′0 = 10.1. Then we vary p1 and
p2, so for each (p1, p2) there is one geodesic starting from point xµ1 (0) at velocity uµ1 and a
nearby geodesic starting from xµ2 (0) at the same velocity u2µ(0) where velocities uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0)
depend on p1 and p2. We solve geodesic equation for both geodesics, i.e. we let the solution to
evolve from initial conditions. After sufficiently long time we compare actual distance of both
solutions with the initial distance and compute the Lyapunov exponent according to (4.15).
Repeating this procedure for each point of (p1, p2)−plane we obtain function λ(p1, p2) which
is then visualised as a density plot, i.e. each point of (p1, p2)−plane is coloured according to
value of λ. For this purpose we used GNUplot software.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of two geodesics starting from separate points at the same velocity.
Angular velocity α = 10−7, initial conditions in Cartesian coordinates: xµ1 (0) = (0, 10, 0, 0),
xµ2 (0) = (0, 12, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0, vy, 0)
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of two geodesics starting from separate points at the same velocity.
Angular velocity α = 10−7, initial conditions in Cartesian coordinates: xµ1 (0) = (0, 10, 0, 0),
xµ2 (0) = (0, 12, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0, vy, 0)
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Figure 5.6: Angular velocity α = 10−7, initial conditions xµ(0) = (0, 10, 0, 0), uµ(0) =
γ(1, 10−8, 10−8, 0).

a) xµ1 (0) = (0, 5, 0, 0), xµ2 (0) = (0, 5.1, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0, 0.16, 0)

Figure 5.7: Comparison of two geodesics starting from separate points at the same velocity.
Angular velocity α = 0, 22, initial conditions are given in the Cartesian coordinates.
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b) xµ1 (0) = (0, 5.05, 0, 0), xµ2 (0) = (0, 5.1, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0, 0.3, 0)

c) xµ1 (0) = (0, 5.09, 0, 0), xµ2 (0) = (0, 5.1, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0.2,−0.1, 0)

Figure 5.8: Comparison of two geodesics starting from separate points at the same velocity.
Angular velocity α = 0, 22, initial conditions are given in the Cartesian coordinates.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of two geodesics starting from separate points at the same velocity.
Angular velocity α = 0, 22, initial conditions in Cartesian coordinates: xµ1 (0) = (0, 10, 0, 0),
xµ2 (0) = (0, 10.1, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = γ(1, 0,−0.009, 0)
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a) x0 = 10, x′0 = 10.1

b) x0 = 5, x′0 = 5.1

Figure 5.10: Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, x0, 0, 0), xµ2 = (0, x′0, 0, 0), uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) =
γ(1, 0, p1, p2), where p1 ∈ (−10−3, 10−3), p2 ∈ (−10−5, 10−5).
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a) Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, p1, p2, 0), xµ2 = (0, p1 + 0.1, p2, 0),
uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = (1, p1/1000, p2/1000, 0), where p1 ∈ (−2, 2), p2 ∈ (−2, 2)

b) Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, 0,−100, 0), xµ2 = (0, 0,−99, 0),
uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = (1, p1, p2, 0), where p1 ∈ (−0.02, 0.02), p2 ∈ (0, 0.05)

Figure 5.11: Another two examples.
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a) Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, 5, 0, 0), xµ2 = (0, 5.1, 0, 0),
uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = (1, p1, p2, 0), where p1 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01), p2 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01)

b) Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, 5, 0, 0), xµ2 = (0, 5.1, 0, 0),
uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = (1, p1, 0, p2), where p1 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01), p2 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01)

Figure 5.12: Particle released form x−axis. a) Phase portrait in (vx, vy) plane. b) Phase
portrait in (vx, vz) plane.
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a) Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, 10, 0, 0), xµ2 = (0, 10.1, 0, 0),
uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = (1, p1, p2, 0), where p1 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01), p2 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01)

b) Initial conditions xµ1 (0) = (0, 10, 0, 0), xµ2 = (0, 10.1, 0, 0),
uµ1 (0) = uµ2 (0) = (1, p1, 0, p2), where p1 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01), p2 ∈ (−0.01, 0.01)

Figure 5.13: Particle released form x−axis. a) Phase portrait in (vx, vy) plane. b) Phase
portrait in (vx, vz) plane.
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5.4 Causal structure

In this last section we present some results concerning the causal structure of the spacetime
under consideration. By causal structure we mean the properties of light cones emerging from
different spacetime points. In the following we always prescribe initial conditions in the form
(we are still giving initial conditions in the Cartesian coordinates)

xµ(0) = (0, x0, y0, 0), uµ(0) = (1, u1, u2, 0). (5.2)

Initial four-velocity is chosen to be null, i.e.

1 − (u1)2 − (u2)2 = 0.

Null cone at given spacetime point is a two-dimensional projective space. By the choice u3 = 0
we reduce this space to one-dimensional space so that null geodesics can be parametrized by
single variable φ via

uµ(0) = (1, cosφ, sinφ, 0), φ ∈ (0, 2π).

In figures 5.14–5.17 we choose diferent initial points (x0, y0) and plot both

• spatial trajectories traced by null geodesics starting from initial point,

• spacetime diagrams visualizing null geodesics – world lines of light rays forming the light
cone.

Notice that all curves plotted are indeed null geodesics although the figure could suggest that
interior of the cone is filled with timelike geodesics. Different curves, however, correspond to
different values of angular coordinate φ and form two-dimensional surface. For φ = 0 we obtain
a null geodesic lying in the plane (t, r); this is the ”most-right” geodesic in the diagram. For
φ ∈ (0, π), geodesics lie ”behind” the (t, r)−plane, for φ = π we get the ”most-left” geodesic.
For φ ∈ (π, 2π), the geodesics lie in front of the (t, r)−plane and finally for φ = 2π we obtain
the most-right geodesic again.

Since all light cones are very similar, we briefly discuss only the first one, figure 5.14b.
Obvious feature of this diagram is that there is a region which cannot be reached from the
initial point by a causal curve (null or timelike). For φ close to zero we have almost straight
null geodesics as in the Minkowski spacetime. However, for increasing φ they become more bent
as to escape to infinity. Geodesics in the left part of diagram are trapped by the binary system.
Simulation had to be stopped at these points because of singular nature of point particles.
Remaining null cones plotted in figures 5.16–5.17 exhibit similar behaviour.
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a) Trajectories of light rays forming null cone. Red circle represents
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Figure 5.14: All geodesics start at point (0, 10,−10, 0) for α = 0.007. Initial conditions have
been chosen in the form xµ(0) = (0, 10,−10, 0), uµ(0) = (1, cosφ, sinφ, 0) so that for each
φ ∈ (0, 2π) the four-velocity is a null vector, uµuµ = 0.
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Figure 5.15: All geodesics start at point (0, 10,−10, 0) for α = 0.007. Initial conditions have
been chosen in the form xµ(0) = (0, 10,−10, 0), uµ(0) = (1, cosφ, sinφ, 0) so that for each
φ ∈ (0, 2π) the four-velocity is a null vector, uµuµ = 0.
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b) Null cone at point (0, 10, 0, 0). Red thick line represents worldline of A-particle.

Figure 5.16: All geodesics start at point (0, 10, 0, 0) for α = 0.001. Initial conditions have been
chosen in the form xµ(0) = (0, 10, 0, 0), uµ(0) = (1, cosφ, sinφ, 0) so that for each φ ∈ (0, 2π)
the four-velocity is a null vector, uµuµ = 0.
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a) Trajectories of light rays forming null cone. Red circle represents
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b) Null cone at point (0,−10, 0, 0). Red thick line represents worldline of A-particle.

Figure 5.17: All geodesics start at point (0, 10, 0, 0) for α = 0.001. Initial conditions have been
chosen in the form xµ(0) = (0,−110, 0, 0), uµ(0) = (1, cosφ, sinφ, 0) so that for each φ ∈ (0, 2π)
the four-velocity is a null vector, uµuµ = 0.
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6. Epilogue

This thesis is devoted to the study of helical symmetry in linearized Einstein’s gravity. Our goal
was to investigate the geodesic equation of the test particle on the background of binary system
consisting of two particles (called A and B particles) in uniform circular motion at constant
angular velocity. This work is an extension of paper [2] which is still under preparation. In
this paper, conditions of equilibrium for binary system are found and asymptotic properties
(peeling) of gravitational field produced by this system are analyzed. In addition, as a by-
product, the Christoffel symbols representing the connection derived from the metric have
been found; however, these calculations are not present in [2]. Since the supervisor of the
author of the thesis is a co-author of paper [2], the motivation for this thesis was to use these
Christoffel symbols and investigate the nature of geodesics in helically symmetric spacetime in
the framework of bachelor thesis. Hence, in this thesis, we use many results obtained in [2] and
repeat some calculations which will appear therein.

The thesis is divided in five chapters; let us recapitulate their content. In chapter 1 we
introduced the notion of dynamical system as a useful tool to analyze systems of ordinary
differential equations(ODE’s). We explained how a geodesic equations can be brought into a set
of first-order differential equations. Then we described numerical methods available for solving
ODE’s: Euler method, Runge-Kutta methods of second and fourth order and the adaptive-
Runge-Kutta method. Finally we presented computer codes implementing these methods in
C++ language.

In chapter 2 we concentrated on the Newtonian solution representing binary system. We
have derived equations of motion, introduced appropriate units and discussed the conditions of
the Newtonian equilibrium. Next we used the Newtonian theory to test and justify numerical
methods and their implementation introduced in chapter 1. We have compared the accuracy
of these methods and found their limitations by studying the orbits of increasing eccentricity.
We have concluded that Runge-Kutta method of fourth order (or its adaptive version) are suffi-
ciently accurate for our purposes. We have also discussed possible chaotic nature of Newtonian
trajectories in the vicinity of binary system.

The next chapter 3 has been written with the help of the supervisor. Here we essentially
repeat the calculation [2] in order to clarify the character of the problem and the idea of its
solution. Physical difference between advanced and retarded solutions is emphasized and it
is concluded that only symmetric combination of both can yield a helically symmetric config-
uration. Roughly speaking, in the Newtonian case, force by which A-particle and B-particle
interact with each other, is always radial, i.e. orthogonal to the trajectory. In the Einsteinian
case, however, this ”force” has also an angular part caused by retardation effects. Taking a sym-
metric combination of retarded and advanced solution automatically eliminates angular part of
the force which is a necessary condition of equilibrium. Sufficient condition is then obtained by
the requirement that the second derivatives of all coordinates (given by the geodesic equation)
vanish. Solution obtained in chapter 3 involves some non-elementary functions which are given
implicitly by the set of transcendent equations and we illustrate their geometrical meaning.

In chapter 4 we employ standard method of secants to solve transcendent equations men-
tioned above and present the computer code implementing this method. Then we present
complete code for solving the geodesic equation in helically symmetric spacetime. Full form
of the Christoffel symbols is included in the code. Since the Christoffel symbols are many-
pages long expressions, they have been derived by the supervisor in Mathematica software and
then converted to the syntax of C++. At the end of chapter 4 we briefly discuss a method of
phase portraits for visualization of some aspects of geodesics. We introduce the notion of the
Lyapunov exponent and explain its implementation in our source code.

In the last chapter 5 we present some results obtained by our computer programme. Unfor-
tunately, several interesting questions are left open, e.g. the existence of closed orbits for test
particles. Nevertheless, we have obtained a number of figures illustrating the nature of geodesics
bu plotting their trajectories and phase portraits. Then we briefly addressed the question of
the causal structure of helically symmetric spacetime.

The most important results of the thesis, beside gathering an experience with general rela-
tivity and numerical methods, is the conclusion that binary systems cannot stay in equilibrium
for arbitrary values of their parameters. In our work we use units in which the radius of A-
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particle is a = 1 and b is expressed in multiples of a; angular velocity of of binary system is
α ∈ (0, 1), masses of A and B particle are denoted by m and m′, respectively. We have found
that once the value of b 6= 1 is chosen, there is a unique value of α such that the binary system is
in equilibrium. Equilibrium masses are then determined by b and α. Surprisingly enough, even
parameter b cannot be chosen arbitrarily, for the conditions of equilibrium possess non-trivial
solutions1 only for

b ∈ (0, 443; 2, 257).

If b = 1, the situation is slightly different, for now two conditions of equilibrium become identical
and we can freely specify α. This is a surprising difference to the Newtonian case, where an
equilibrium value of α can be obtained for arbitrary combination of b,m and m′. In chapter 5
we plotted graphs showing all equilibrium choices of α, b,m and m′.

Discussion above finalizes our analysis of helically symmetric spacetimes representing binary
systems in linearized Einstein’s gravity. We thank the opponent of this thesis (who is probably
its last reader) for his patience. We believe that this work has revealed some non-trivial prop-
erties of helically symmetric spacetimes. However, despite our enormous effort, several open
questions remain...

1Trivial solutions are those with α = 0. In such a case the only equilibrium values of masses are m = m′ = 0;
a flat spacetime.
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